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INTRODUCTION 
The bloyraphy of every author I s Important for the under-
standinsj of his or her work, but in ce r ta in cases I t I s v i t a l 
for the purpose. The circumstances of Mrs. Gaske l l ' s l i f e and 
persc^al exi:)erlences have a c lose bearing on her works, based as 
most of them are an her o%m observation. 
Ellaabeth Cleghorn Gaskell was born In the year 1810 a t 
Chelsea, She was the daughter of William Stevenscffi, a Unitarian 
minis ter who had resigned his orders on conscl«i t lous cirounds 
because he thought I t was wrcmg t o adopt priesthood as a means of 
l ivelihood and had taken up s c i e n t i f i c fartnlng. He fa i led In the 
attempt and f i na l l y took to tu tor ing In Edinburgh. Mrs. Gaskell 
has depicted Mr.Hale of North ^ d South (1855) and Farmer Holman 
of Cousin P h i I l i s (1864) a f t e r her f a the r . Mr. Hale I s a clergyman 
oelonglng t o the Church of England who turns d i ssen te r because he 
has doubts about the author i ty of the Church of England and 
leaves Helstone, which was his par i sh , t o go t o Milton-Northern 
an Indus t r i a l town In the North of England t o become a pr iva te 
t u t o r . Parmer Holman I s a Unitarian minis ter who does farming. 
Her mother dlcKi when she was Just one year old . She was 
s«rjt to Knutsford, a small town In Cheshire, t o s tay with her 
Aunt, Uuinia. She grev. up in her aunt's house l<mng her as a 
mother. Kimtsford was"a completely stable, small country town 
In whlcn every social group had its accustomed place and move^ i 
easily by custom vithin the social pattern". Knalcsford remained 
her home until her marriage, but she went to school at Stratford-
on-Avon for three years. The school in her My Liady Ludlow 
(1858) is the school she attended in Strat£ord-on-Avon. fleminla-
cences of her stay in Knutsford can be SQ&n interspersed widely 
in her works. The setting of Cranford (1853) is Knutsford, and 
Alice Wilson's nostalgia for country life in 'iary 3artc»i (1848) 
may have been Mrs. Gaskell's own nostalgia for her life at 
Knutosford. in this resiject it is interesting to note what she 
wrote about herself in a letter to Ruskin, "never feeling well in 
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Manchester, and always longing for the country." Hollingford 
in Wives and ul^ vyjhters (1866) is also depicted after Knutsford. 
Tl^ fact that she was brought up in her aunt's house is repeated 
in North and ^outh where Margaret Hale is brought up in her 
aunt's house in the «#est of Lc^ idon. IncMentally Mrs. Gaskell 
had also stayed there sometime after her father's death. 
At the age of tw«mty two she married William Oaskell, a 
Unitarian minister, and settled down in Manchester. Her married 
lite was one of calm and perfect harmony. Her life In -Manchester 
gave her first hand experience of the upheavals in societ/ as 
new forces began to manifest themselves. She was not ee conscious 
1 Mrs. Gaskell, The ilasis for Reassessment, B. Wright, p. 10. 
2 J.A.V. Chappie and A. Pollard, ed,. The Letters of Mrs. Gaskell 
(Manchester, 1966), Letter No. 421. 
of the political forces and the economic theories as of the 
ahitt of population from ti\e village to the new industrial 
tovffiahip. There was a formation of new social patterns on a 
large scale in which the former ease of communication between 
the well detennineii sections of societ/ had broken down and 
the sense of being part of a comfortabl/ related whole no longer 
existed. The stable had given place to the unstable. The 
first impressions of Milton-Northern that Mrs. aaskell attributes 
to ?4argaret Hale in North and South were in all probability those 
of her: own self when she went to Manchester for the first time. 
She had six children out of v^ iich the first, a daughter, was 
stillborn and her only son died at the tender age of one. She was 
the mistress of a busy household with the house almost always full 
of visitors. 9ut even then she found time to perform all the 
duties that a minister's wife was supposed to do. She usei to 
hold baaaars, give instruction to the Sunday School girls and 
participate in social %ielfare work. Being an active wife ef a 
Unitarian minister, she had to meet people of every class in the 
discharge of her duties. Since she was living in Manchester she 
must have seen the lives of the workmen and their families at 
close quarters and this makes her descriptions of their tribula-
tions and struggles very authentic. In this respect she had an 
other 
advantage over two/eminent novelists who wrote about 'The 
Condition of England Question', Charles Dickens and aenjamln 
i^ israeli, for neither of them had a first hand knowledge of the 
lives of the working people. Since she moved in the social circle 
of Manchester tdtiich Included a number of industrialists, she also 
learnt about their point of view regarding the strains In 
Industrial relations. In the same way her account of the st/le 
of life of the ladles belonging to the shabby gentry In Cra)ni^ or<^  
Is also very authentic« based as It Is upon her oosexrvatlon of 
the lives of this class of women during tyex: long stay with her 
aunt at Knutsford. 
She started tnritlng Mary Barton in 1845 after the death of 
her cxiLy aan, She was encouraged in this by her husband. As 
she herself says in her preface to M^y t^ rl^ on? 
"Three years ago I became anxious (from circum-
stances that need not be more fully alluded to) 
to employ myself in %«ritlng a work of fiction, 
living in Manchester, but with a deep relish and 
fcmd admiration for the country, my first thought 
was to find a frame-work for my story in some rural 
sc«ie... w^en I bethought me how deep might be the 
romance in the lives of some of tiK>se who elbowed 
me dally in the busy streets of the town in which 
I resided*.^ 
The death of her son appears to have left a deep impression 
on Mrs. Gaskell's mind. This is evidenced by the recurrence of 
the theme of the death of two only sons, those of 3arton and 
Carson in M^y ay too. i»ince She herself felt the b«-eavement 
deep down in her heart she is able to describe vividly the 
feelings of the two bereaved fathers. Hajcy Barton was published 
in 1846 by Chapman and Hall. It was based on the industrial 
trembles of the 'hungry forties'. It was severely criticised 
as being hostile to the employers, but it was vwry popular with 
I Mrs. Oaskell, Preface to Myy B^a|^ t;<y# p.37. References to the 
novel are from the Penguin iQnglish Ltl,brary Editicxi, 1970. 
some of the employers like Potter who is said to have bought It 
for his men. 
Arthvir Pollard In his essay on Worth aiOd South says that 
It Is the disappearance of Mrs. Saskell's brother John Stevenscm 
which has led to the frequmit repetition of the theme of a long 
lost brother In her novels. Peter Jenkyns, In Cranford goes away 
a young man and returns when he Is very old, Frederick Hale« In 
North and South has taken part In a mutiny; so he Is not able to 
return to England and when he has to come to be at the deathbed 
of his ailing mother* he does so stealthily. 
The publication of Mary Barton made Mrs. CSaskell knowrj In 
the literary circles of London and led to her association with 
Olckens, among others. She contributed to Dickens's periodical. 
Household words, starting with Lizzie Leigh In 1850 and continued 
upto 1858. She also contributed to Dickens's later periodical 
All the Year Round in 1859, 1861 and 1863. Her North and South 
was published serially in Hpvi^ sehold Wgrds. Initially she had 
chos«i Its title as 'Margaret Hale* but It was Dickens %riio sugge8t€»d 
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the present title. She also knew Ruskln, whose wife had been her 
3 
school mate. She maintained a correspondence with him. 
Carlyle's works, especially his Chartism (1839) and Past and 
Present (1843), Influenced Mrs. Oaskell's Industrial novels, 
esiJecially in her ccMicern for the plight of the working people 
1 A. Pollard, Mrs. Gaskelli Novelist and Biography (Manchester, 
1965), p. 115. 
2 Esther A. Chadwick, Introduction to North and South (London 
and New York, 1963), p. X. 
3 Pollard, p. 24 
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and the lack of understanding between the factory ownera and 
the emplo/ees with its explosive potentialities. The end o£ 
Mar/ B^ton^ that is the migration of Tern Wilson along with Mary 
Barton, has also been clearly suggested by Carlyle. In his 
pamphlet on Chartism, he advocated inmlgration as one of the 
solutions to the problem of working class misery. 
She also contributed to Oeorge Smith's magazine The CoiTqitni^ ll. 
3y this time she had become well known in literary circles and 
her £in<tficial conditlcKi had become sound, vihile her last novel 
entitled Wives <^ nd Dauqt^ t;.ers was being published serially in 
The Corq'hillj she died in 1865 leaving it incomplete. The novel 
was published in 1866 in its complete form with the help of the 
drafts she had left behind. 
Thus endei the career of one of the foremost wcmen novelists 
of England/ who brought a feminine and hvnnanitarian approach to 
bear an the pliqht of the working people living in smoky Mid 
squalid industrial c«ntres in the North n£ England* and who could 
write with as great an ease about the settled rural communities 
as about life in the manufacturing towns. 
1 Thomas Carlyle« 'Chartism' in Se^ectyi Bss^ i^ ys(London & New 
Vork, 1972), p. 237. 
Chapter I 
BCONOMIC AND SOCIGuPOLITICAb aACKOROUND 
^fore starting the discussion of Mary Barton (1848) and 
North 4i^ d iaomJ) (1633), the two Industrial novels of Elizabeth 
Cleghorn OaskeLl« perhaps It would be vrorthwhlle to examine the 
economic and socio-political setting In which these were written. 
The period to which they refer has be«i described as the "hungry 
forties", the culmination of a process of change which began 
with the Introduction of Tames Hargreave's spinning-jenny In the 
year 1764. 
Till the third decade of the elthteenth century, agriculture, 
sheep-farming, small scale Industries and trade, were the main 
preoccupations of the people of England. In the countryside 
land belonged to old aristocratic families and was handed down 
through generations. Work on these lands was done isf tenant 
farmers fund agricultural labourers from the times of their 
forefathers. Small scale and cottage Industries thrived In the 
rural areas and provided full time or part time employment to 
the majority of the population. It was not the capitalist 
employer who engage! labourers but skilled self-employed workers 
themselves who produced cloth. Implements, meat, bread and beer, 
and built their own cottages. In this way, the villages were 
more or less self sufficient. Industry occupied a subordinate 
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position because England was well provided with a fertile soil 
tor crops and fruit. It had rich« alaundant pastures tor sheep 
and cattle« and rivers full of fish. These cottage industries 
mainly produced articles for the use of the villagers^ leaving 
a little surplus. It was in the villages that woollen cloth was 
produced. This produce occupied an important place among the 
manufactures ot England and was the chief item of export. 
The rapidly growing cottcai industry was also ccxjfined to the 
cottages. Towns helpe^ i in the distribution of the produce. They 
were mainly trading centres. 
The South and the Bast were thickly populated because they 
were fertile and prospercKis, while the North and the West of 
England were still backward^ harsh and sparsely populated. The 
main occupation of the people living in the north-west counties 
was s^ ieep farming. In the second half of the eighteenth century 
there was an abrupt change in the distribution of population, e^n 
left the sunny, agricultural South for the cold, barren North. 
Inventions such as the spinning-jenny (1764) and Tames Watt's 
ste^n engine (1769) were largely respcxisible for this change. The 
former made it possible to work several spindles at the same time 
and replaced the village spinsters, i^ iile the latter turned out 
to be a source of inexhaustible mechanical power, Alxraham Darby 
made the discovery of a new method of smelting iron in a blast 
I Ti\e meaning ot this word has undergone a change. Upto the 
seventeenth century it referred to a woman (rarely a man) 
v^o spun especially as a regular occupation while its modexm 
meaning is '*an unmarried woman, especially an old maid". 
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furnace with coke (1762). All these three Invmitions corobdned 
to usher in the Industrial Revolution which almost wlpe-i out 
the cottage Industr/ of spinning and also the other small 
manufacturing vmits which were important sources o£ income for 
the poor villagers. 
These innovaticHDs resulted in the large scale manufacturing 
units displacing the »nall scale cxies. Due to the availabilit/ 
of raw material and facilities of internal waterways, industrial 
units started being conc«Hitrated in the northern counties. 
The "agricultural revolution" which took place about this 
time brought with it changes in the methods of farming. The new 
methods needed fewer hands on the farms than the old ones. 
Landowners took over the small tonanted holdings i*jich were 
earlier tillei by poor peasants and enclosed them. This 
dispossessed the poor farmers of their small holdings. Hence 
it was not only the rural artisans who lost their source of 
income but also the small peasants. They left their homes and 
flocked to the north-%«estern coiinties in search of work. 
This gradually brought about a change not caily in the 
dlatri/bution of population betiraen the village and the town 
but also bet%»een the South and the North. Mobility was accelerated 
because of the building of better roads and the clearing of 
forests, making Journeys more ccxivenient and safer than before. 
New industrial towns were coming up ivhlle some of the old trading 
centres were dying out. The to%ms became not merely trading 
centres but centres of production as well. Most of these new towns 
were situated In the North. 
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There were a number o£ factors responsible for the growth 
of new towns and the concentration of industries in the North. 
Liand was easily available for the establishment of factrtries 
aiKl factory towns* since this region was sparsely populated. 
Formerly« sheep farming had be«Hi the main occupation of the 
people living in the North. Since fevier h«mds were needed on 
sheep farms, labour was readily available in the North, apart 
from the labourers %*ho flocked from the South, The presence of 
two big sea ports in the North, Liverpool and Newcastle, 
especially the former, facilitated the import of raw cotton from 
India, Africa and other colonies, as well as the export of 
finished goofis. The presence of a large number of rivers, digging 
of canals which were used as waterways and the laying down of 
railway lines in the North, further helpcKi in this concentration 
of population. 
The most important factor was the presence of coal and iron 
in close proximity to each other in the north-western counties, 
cm account of a flourishing trade in woollcvi goods for centuries, 
a lot of capital had hemi accumulating in the hands of the 
merchants of the North and this mcMiey could easily be invested 
in large factory establishments. Some of the industrial towns 
wtxlch grew up %«ere Manchester, Preston, Olasgow and Itiverpool. 
In all the mines, mills and factories, a vast labour force 
began to collect. All these changes resulted in the emergence 
of two new classes — the neo-rich capitalist class that owned 
factories and the labourers who worked in these factories. 
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TenslcMis betvK^ en those two classes form the basis of the two 
Industrial novels of lirs. CJaskell. 
These two classes which had emerged* were mutually inter* 
dependent. Though they did not realise it, they owed their very 
existence to each other. If there were no workers the factories 
could not run and if there were no factories the workers %fould 
not get anployment. 
It was in the interest of both the classes that trade should 
prosper, for carily then the factory ovmers could earn profits and 
the workers be sure of regular work. Both suffered during periods 
of lean trade though obviously the sufferings of the workers 
were far greater than those of the roasters. 
Factory owners did not realise fully that their own interest 
la/ in good relations with their workers. Their attitude towards 
tlieir employees was as devoid of hiunan feelings as towards their 
machines, lieo Huberman goes a step further and says it is not 
quite true to say that they made no distinction between their 
"hands" and their machines, because they were more concerned 
with the welfare of the machines than of the men. This was 
perliaps because of the fact that the former worked tirelessly. 
If there was a breakdown^ a lot of manetf had to be spent to set 
the machines right, and work was affected. It was easier to 
exploit the workers. Barbara and J.I.. Hammond record a very 
apt swnming up of the situation in this regard by an observert 
iL.Huberman, Man's Worldly Goods (Scmbay, 1948), p. 145. 
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While the engine runs, the people must work— t^en, 
women and children are yokei together with Ircm 
and steam. 
They made the workers work for long hours. There were initially 
no restrictions regarding the age or suitability of the workers 
for a particular type of work until the promulgation of Factory 
Acts. 
The average vwrking time varied from twelve to fourteen 
hours a day, with not more than two half hour recesses for meals. 
Even Sundays were not free for they were spent in the cleaning of 
the machines. The owners did not hesitate to employ vromen and 
small children from the ages of five and six to tend to the 
machines. These children worked the same hours as the adults. 
Wages paid to the workers were almost always below the 
subsistence level. They were o£ten based on piece work. As 
Frederick Engels caustically remarks: 
If a poor worker was so happy as to find work, i.e., 
if the bourgeosie did him the favour to enrich 
itself by means of him, wages awaited l-iim which 
2 
scarcely sufficeJ to keep body and soul together. 
Hince women and children could tend the machines and be paid less 
than men, the factory o%«)ers preferred to employ them rather than 
pa/ more and employ men. So it happened that the women and 
children were often given work while men sat idle at home. The 
1 Quoted in Sarbara and T.L.Hammond, The Rise of the Modexnn 
Industry (London, 1925), p. 208. 
2 F.Engels, The Condition of the working Class in England ~ 1845. 
(Moscow, 1980), pp. 60~61. 
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factor/ owners also bought pauper child laiaour from the C3uardlans 
of the Poor. These children were made apprentices until they 
reached the age of twenty-one and were treated no better than 
slaves. 
Later, when thie earnings of both the father and the mother 
put together were not enough to support the family, the small 
cl^ illdren had to leave their homes and play and «nter the mills. 
The Irish labourers who came to England worke i for even 
less wages than the English women and children. They were 
brought over to the North and kept as an army of reserve workers. 
Their conditions were worse than those of their English 
counterparts. They were not given any regular work to do and 
were only employed when there were strikes or loan periods in 
trade. 
All sorts of fines were levied on the poor workers and 
they were given severe punishment. Leo Huberman has given a 
list of penalties Imposed on the workers in Manchester. Labourers 
in c»ie of the mills, from which figures «re being quoteJ, 
worked for fourteen hours a day in a t«nperature of eighty to 
eighty-four degrees without being allowed to send for drinking 
water. The fines levied on the workers on different counts 
were as follows: 
Any spinner found with his window open One shilling 
Any spinner found dirty at work One shilling 
Any spinner found washing himself (^ e shilling 
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Any spinner found repairing his drum 
banding with his gas lighted Two shillings 
Any spinner spinning with gas light 
too long in the morning Two shillings 
/\ny spinner heard whistling One shilling 
Scarcely any attention was given to improving the working 
ccxiditions in the factories. The buildings were ill-lit, small 
and devoid of sanitation and ventilation. They were cramned with 
machines and aa many workers as they could possibly accommodate. 
The temperature was usually very high. The poor workers had to 
stay in such a suffocating «r»vironment for twelve to fourteen 
hours at a stretch and to keep standing while at work. This 
resulted in fatigue and frequent illness among them. 
Viork in the factories was most hazardous. Limbs of the 
workers were not infrequently mutilated t^ the machines, sometimes 
causing death. There were no safety devices for protecting them 
from accidents and no compensation was paid to the workmen or their 
families in cases of accident or death. 
The housing conditions of the working classes were appalling. 
They live J in small, squalid, damp rooms with little ventilatirxi 
and lighting. These rooms were built mostly on the outskirts of 
the towns and were surrounded by huge pools of foul, stagnant 
water, heaps of excrement, and inhabited by swarms of flies. 
In his book entitled, Tt^ e Coi^ <j(4Uoi of WogH^nq C^^?f in 
Knqil^ yyl. written just a few years before the publicaticm of the 
I Huberman, p. 143. 
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Industrial Novels of Mrs, Oaskell, Frederick Enqels has very 
graphlcall/ described the housing and living conditions o£ the 
workers. He has qlven an account of the poorer quarters of the town 
of i^anchester which may be simmarlsed as followst 
The town was built in such a way that the aristocracy 
and the bourgeosie did not come into contact with the 
working people's quarters. They had their otm roads 
and thoroughfares. 9ut some of the roads v^ich did 
go through the middle of the workers* quarters were 
lined on botn sides with an almost unbroken series of 
shops. This enabled the rich to pass through the 
middle of the grimy misery of the poor without scteing 
It. I 
As Engels very aptly remarks* these shops "suffice to conceal 
from the myea of the wealthy men auid women of str<mg stomachs and 
vieak nerves the misery and grime which toacm the complement of 
their wealth.*'^ The rich liveJ in the new, better built Manchester, 
while the poor workers* living quarters were on the outsklrt.s, in 
the Old Manchester. The buildings of the working class area were 
all cramped together and were very crowded. The entriuices to 
these buildings were by means of narrow* dirty stairs and over 
heaps of refuse and filth. Nearly, a small, coal-black, foul-
smelling stream flowed, or rather stagnated. Every house was 
black, antoky and crumbling, with broken windows and window frames. 
Everywhere heaps of debris refuse and offal could be seen. There 
1 Engels, pp. 77-78. 
2 Ibid., p. 78. 
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were also some one<-roomed hots with kitchen* living and sleeping 
room all in one. Sometimes two or three families lived in one 
room and slept together. Most of these %iorklng class quarters 
%«ere devoid o£ furniture. 
The clothing of t))e working people was in a ver/ bad 
condition. They did not wear wool or linen which the rich used 
to «iear. They wore only cotton. Their shirts %#ere mostly made 
of bleached or coloured cotton. The women's dresses were made 
of cotton prints and men wore fustian trousers. These cotton 
clothes were not suitable for the damp* cold climate of Kngland. 
The poor workers could not afford wocUai clothlncj and hence they 
had little protection against the cold and %#et weather. Even if 
a worker bought a woollen coat for Sundays, he purchased it from 
cheap shops v^ere the cloth was not of a good quality and was 
liable to be torn and get threadbare within a shoxrt time. 
Sometimes he bought clothes from an old clothes dealer. Often 
these clothes went to the pawnbroker's shop whenever the poor 
worker was in need of money. Hats were an absolute necessity in 
the climate of England and so both men and women had to have them, 
however* battered they may be. Sut among the very poor* especially 
among the Irish workers* clothing consisted of rags beyond all 
mending* or so patched that the original coloiu: could not been 
seen. And it was the Irishmen %iho Introduced the custom of going 
barefoot. This was later adopted by the poorer classes of 
England also. 
Vknrkers ate what was usually rejected by the rich and the 
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middle cl<i8ses« as qood food was expensive. After the upper 
classes had oought their requirements« the left-overs were 
purchased by the working classes. Hence the potatoes that the 
latter bought were c^  t'ne worst quality« vegetables wilted, the 
cheese stale, the iaacon rancid, and the meat lean and tough. 
It was often from diseased animals who had died a natural death 
and not slaughtered, and then too it was not fresh. The shop-
keepers used to acquire inferior foddstuff and sell it at cheap 
prices to the poor workers. The meat bought by the working 
people was unfit for human conswnption; but as they had paid for 
it, they would eat it. The small dealers used false %«eights and 
measures and would adulterate the provisions without the 
slightest regard for the health of the consumers. The poor 
worker, to whom a ccniple of farthings were important, and who had 
to buy many things with very little money cc«ild not afford to 
inquire too closely into the quality of their purchases. Hence 
to their share fell all the rotten, adulterated and poisonous 
provisions. 
The habitual food of the worker varied according to his 
wages. Frederick Engels sayst 
The better paid workers, especially those in whose 
fanilies every member is able to earn something, have 
good food as long as this state lasts; meat daily and 
baccm and cheese for supper, where wagies are less, meat 
is used two or three times a %ieek, and the proportion of 
bread and potatoes increases. Descending gradually, we 
find the animal food reduced to a small piece of bacon 
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cut up with potatoes; lower stilly 9V«n this 
disappears« and there remains only bread, cheese^ 
porridge and potatoes« until on the lowest round 
(sic) of the ladder« among the Irish, potatoes 
form the sole food. 
There was a glaring contrast between the living conditions 
of the poor workers and their employers. The bourgeosie lived in 
style, in large, well-built houses, full of all kinds of luxury 
items while their employees lived in small hovels with little or 
no furniture. They saw that even during lean periods wh«i they 
were either starving or dying for want of money to buy the barest 
necessities of life, there was little or no change in the life 
style of their employers, who continue<i to give large parties and 
wore clothes made of high quality and expensive material. 
Now let us look at the consequonces of the poor conditions 
in which the working people lived and worked and the contrast 
that their mode of life afforded with that of their employers. 
The workmen as a class w<Hre much more humane than their rich 
employers. Beggars were accustomed to get their alma almost 
wholly from the former. In general, more was done 1^ the %«orking 
people than by the bourgeosie for the support of the poor. 
Ur. ParkinscMi, and many others, bear testimony to the fact that 
the poor gave one another more than the rich gave the poor,^ 
This was probably because workers often experienced hard times 
1 Engels, p. 101. 
2 Ibid., p. 145. 
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themselves and could therefore feel for those in need o£ help. 
For them ever/ person was a human being, %^ iile, as pointed out 
earlier, a worker was less than a human being to an employer. 
The labouring classes were more friendly and less greedy for 
money though they needed it far more than the rich. 
Workmen were lukewarm towards religion. They were not 
fanaticdl in their attitude. They generally did not attend 
church service, with the excef}ti(»ni of the Irish who were devout 
Roman Catholics, only a few elderly people, the supervisors, 
foremen and highly skillei and better paid %iforkers were church-
goers. In fact the bulk of the workm^i hated the clergymen of 
all sects, especially the Evangelicals and the Tractarians whom 
they regarded as apologists for their eiqploiters by propounding 
the theory that salvaticxi depended on faith and not on charity 
anti that everyone should be contented with the position in which 
Ood has placed him and should be happy with his lot. This 
theory has been elaborated in the following verses of a 
contemporary poet, Cecil Francis Alexander* 
The rich man in his castle. 
The poor man at his gate, 
God made them high and lowly, 
And ordered their estate.^ 
Then,there is the speech of a prominent clergyman. Archdeacon 
Paley, in praise of the factory system which has been quoted by 
Leo Huberman. Recounting what he supposes to be The Pleasures of 
Poverty, the Archdeacon says* 
1 Children's Bncydopeiia, Vol. v, p. 3204. 
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/vjaln, some of the necessities which poverty ... 
imposes are not hardships, but pleasures. Frugality 
itself is a pleasure.... Anotlier article that the 
poor are apt to envy in the rich is their ease. Now 
here the/ mistake the matter totally.... Rest is the 
cessation of labout. It cannot therefore be enjoyed, 
or even tasted, except by those who have known fatigue. 
The rich see, and not without envy, the refreshmoit 
and pleasure which rest affords to the poor. 
The cry, "He is a parstwi* was <»nough for a clergyman vrtio 
dared to address the %#orking people to be hooteJ down the 
platform of a public meeting. So among the mass of workers there 
was almost total indifference to religion and hostility towards 
its preachers. In this respect they were Just the op^ iosite of 
their employers who were usually very devout churchmen. 
The vices of workers were g<w»erally dntnkenness, sexual 
irregularities, total disregard for the rights of property, all 
of which were products of their living and working conditions dnd 
the contrast these affordcid to those of their employers. 
'irunkenness was the most crsmmon vice amcmg the factory 
)«orkers. In Manchester there were more than a thousand public 
houses which sold all kinds of alcoholic liquors besides more 
than a hundred secret, unlicensed distilleries called'hush shops'. 
In these drinking houses not only men but even women and children 
would be gathered. There were mothers who gave their babies in 
arms gin to drink. In these public houses, the frequeanters came 
1 Huberman, p. 147. 
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into touch with degraded social elements like thieves, cheats 
and prostitutes. On Saturday evenings and when wages were paid, 
drunkenness was seen at its height. One could rarel/ come out in 
•Manchester at audti times without meeting large numbers of people 
staggering alcmg or 1/ing in the gutters. When they had spent 
all their money on drinks they would go to the pawn-shops with 
their household belcxigings and valuables. There were over 
sixty pa%«ibrokers in the city of Manchester and ten or twelve 
in a single street of Salford, Chapel Street. 
Prostitution and sexual immorality were the other common 
vices wiiich resulted from the conditicMis in which the poor workers 
livei and worked. Drinking and sex were the cmly pleasures left 
to them ixy the bourgeosie. The workers^ in order to get something 
out of life, concentrated their whole energies and resources upon 
these two pleasures. It was the bourgeosie which was largely 
responsible for prostitution. Many members of this afflu(K)t 
class secretly kept prostitutes as their mistresses. Many girls 
drifted into the profession because they had been seduced by the 
rich and later abandr:med, and so were left with no choice except 
to become street walkers in order to survive. 
with the worsening of the ccviditions of the working people, 
crimes increased. All sorts of petty thieving, fighting, wife-
beating and assault were prevalent. 
The poor worker had hardly any family life. All the members, 
husband, wife and elder children went to different places to %<ork 
for the entire day, meeting in the mornings and nights only. Tlie 
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houses to which they returned after long hours of work %fere also 
far from comfortable. They were overcrowded, filthy and foul 
smelling. All the members of the family were tired and hungry 
and wanting to escape from their cheerless dwellings by going to 
a gin house and getting drunk. This would inevitably lead to 
violent family quarrels. The smaller children were neglected 
by the parents for they had to go to work for the whole day. Some 
women used to give narcotics to their babies so that they would 
keep quiet. Some children were brought up by their brothers or 
sisters just a little older than themselves. So, most children 
grew up indifferent to their parents and were utterly ruined both 
mentally and physically, which rendered them unfit for normal 
family life. 
The children who worked in mills and factories regarded their 
parental dwellings as lodging-houses, for they paid for their 
living and not unoften left to shift elsewhere. This led to a 
further break in healthy family life. 
Improvements in machinery often caused unemployment. The 
greater the advance in technology the more nianerous were the 
unemployed. Each great Improvement in this regard produced upon 
a large number of workers the effect of a crisis, created want, 
wretchedness and crime. The spinning-Jenny which was worked by 
one man produced at least six-fold of what the spinning wheel had 
yielded in the s^ne amount of time. Thus, every new jenny threw 
five spinners out of employment. Subsequ^it improvements 
increased the number of spindles in one machine and threw more 
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and more workers out of work. Gradually work became more 
mech^iical and the Job o£ the workmen merely the supervlclon of 
machines. This kind of %#ork could be done even by women and 
children for half or even one-third of the wages paid to men. 
Men were steadily displaced by wcaum and children. So they 
often had to stay at hctne and do the household chores and look 
after the youncier children while their wives worked in a factory. 
This leJ to further degradation of both the sexes. 
i>irls who workeJ in the factories from an early age could 
not learn any domestic worlc. They were hopelers as housekeepers 
as they did not know cooking, washing, sewing or knitting. 
iXarlnq the lean periods of trade and during wars the 
conditions of the poor workers went from bad to worse, vraqes 
were reduced because trade was not good, while the prices of 
necessities like food and clothing increased. During such periods 
many of the male workers were thro%m out of itfork and women, 
children and the reserveti army of Irishmen %fere employed because 
they workei on lower wages. This worsened the already bad 
cmdition of the poor. They could not afford the barest necessi-
ties of life. There was widespread misery, often resulting in 
starvation deaths. 
working people often felt that the machine was their enemy 
as it displaced them djnd caused unemployment, and was responsible 
for their misery and starvatlcxi. So quite oft«i in their rage 
labourers either smashed or burnt down the machines. These 
machine breakers were called "Luddites" after NeJ Lud who had 
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smashed stocking frames about the year 1779. 
When t'nis machine breaking increased and a lot of property 
was destroyed, the employers appealed to the government to take 
action. A law was passed by which this crime was made punishable 
by death. 
Gradually the working class came to realize that destruction 
of machines would lead them noi^ere^ becau£ie-.thi3 caused work to 
stop and the ccaidition of the poor workers only became worse. 
3y and by labourers started organising themselves into 
unions to be able to do collective bargaining. They obtaine<i the 
right to form such organisations only in the year 1824. Secret 
societies had existed earlier also but they had to re»nain under-
ground because of a series of Combination Laws which banned trade 
xmions. As these were illegal organisations they could not achieve 
great results. The Trade Union was one of the organisations of 
the workers which helped them to fight for their betterment and 
to defand their rights. It took a long time for these unions to 
be organised on a naticmal scale. This could be brcmqht a'oout 
only with the c<»icentration of labour force in large industrial 
towns and improvements in the measxa of transport and communication. 
Such national organisations, once established, started 
fighting for political rights also. The method used to enforce 
the acceptance of their demands was to go on strike over issues 
like higher wages, shorter hours of work, fines, better factor/ 
conditions, etc. 
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Factor/ ovmers also started banding thetmselves to resist 
the demands of the workers and there was an understanding amongst 
them not to employ a %forker vAio had been dismissed for his 
championship of the rights of his fellow workers. 
The Industrial Revolution had brought about drastic changes 
In the social, economic and political cemdltions of England. And 
1;^  the year 1832 the new class of industrialists had fought for 
and gained political power which became possible when the 
pocket boroughs, the bogus parliamentary constituencies from which 
the aristocracy used to win seats for the Parliament for them-
selves or for their spokesmen^were abolished and the Industrial 
towns,which had earlier gone unrepresentei^made new constituencies 
from which the factory owners or their champions ccmtested and 
wc«i. The poor workers who had helped the employers in this cause 
were "rewarded* with being exploited further by the new Poor i*aw 
of 1834,whic^ was very different from the old ane^ and workel to 
the disadvantage of the poorer segments of the population. 
Under the old Poor Law the aged and the helpless destitutes 
were rendereJ assistance from the parish relief f\ind create! for the 
purpose. Those getting such relief could stay in their own homes 
and this help was obtained as a matter of right and was not 
treated as charity, with the promulgation of the new Poor Law, 
workhc^ses were established which were even viorse than prisons. 
In these, the poor and helpless children were exploited in the 
name of charity, and since they had to leave their homes to live 
in these workhouses, the family ties were broken. These obnoxious 
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estaolishpnents viere naturally hated by the working people by 
whom they were nicknemed ••aastlllea" and were o£ten stormed In 
the s^ me fashion by angry mobe. These workhcHises came to 
symbolize to the workers the tyranny of the new ruling class. 
Charles Dickens made a scathilng attack on them In his Oliver 
Twist. The resentment of the workers against these %forkhouses 
was one of the main Issues In the Chartist Movement. 
All the accumulated anger and dlsccuntent of the Industrial 
workers assumed the form of the Chartist Movement which was 
launched by them In alliance with the highly skilled craftsmmi 
and other working people who were hit by the Industrial Revolutlwi. 
From their experience tJiey had learnt that the Parliament that 
had emergei after the promulgaticvt of the Reform Bill of 1832 
could not be depended upon to safeguard their rights. It was 
rather regardeJi by them as an agency for tyrannizing over them. 
So they stood up to demand parliamentary reforms through \^ich. 
In their opinion, their own iwrlt could run. This Is evident 
from the six demands of the Chartist Movement which were as 
follows! 
1. Universal manhood sufferage 
2. Annual Parliament 
3. Vote by ballot 
4. Payment to members of Parll^nent 
5. Abolltlorj of property qualifications for voting 
2 
6. Equal electoral districts 
1 P a s t i l l e was a notorious prison In Paris vri^ tich was stormeci 
when the French Revolution of 1789 ixcke out , 
2 &alme A. tXitt, vftten England Arose (London, n .d . ) , p . 5. 
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This movement fallei to achieve results that the industrial 
vforkers desirei. There was great disillusionment amcmgst their 
ranks, verging on despair. One of the reasons for the failure of 
this seemingly formidable movement and on which the working class 
had pinned great hopes^ was the lack of cohesictfi and unity, 
resulting in differences in the attitudes and approaches of the 
different segments of the people that participated in it. 
The birth and growth of the capitalist class ccaistituted a 
threat to the power and prestige of the old established landed 
aristocracy in almost every respect. They not only lost their 
monopoly over tlie Parli^itent, as has been mentioned above, but 
manorial villages and towns which were previously in the hands of 
the aristocracy were all the time being boi*ght by the neo-rich 
industrialists and turned into big industrial towns. Again, the 
old aristocracy was losing ground in terms of money since the 
emerging bourgeosie was flourishing and becoming richer and richer 
day by da/. The old landed aristocrats resented this and were not 
at all happy to see that the capitalists could afford to live In 
palatial houses and enjoy the luxuries of v^ch they had once the 
monopoly. The landed gentry called the industrialists upstarts 
and consoled themselves with the pride they had in belonging to 
anci^it noble families and by looking down upcffi the nove^u ri,qh€| 
class as people who had no worthy forefathers to speak of. 
So they pretendetd not to be jealous of the new rich class. 
This antagcaiism, however, was not one»3ided. The factory owners 
wished to be admitted to the social circle of the landed 
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aristocracy to which they thought they were entitled to enter 
because ot the wealth they had acquired; but as the aristocrats 
would not allow them to do so,they £elt bad. The capitalists 
%«ere as much proud o£ being self-made men as members of the 
landed gentry were of belonging to noble families, and resented 
being looke^ i upon with ccmtempt as parvenus. They were also 
resentful of the vestiges of the manorial privileges enjoyed 
by the aristocrats which were often regarded by them as irksome. 
One of the interesting manifestations of the above mentioned 
antagonism was that the champions of aristocracy pointed to the 
sorry conditions of the factory workers and bldoned the capitalists 
for it. Mnong the literary figures« crmservatives like Thomas 
Carlyle and aenjamin fUsraeli ch4»nRpiQned the cause of the factory 
hands, vfliiie Carlyle wrote with great passion in support of the 
Chartist Movement, Oiara»li, in his Sybil or The Two Nations 
(1845) described the rich and the poor as two nations %^o were 
as far away from each other as opposite poles. The novel is about 
the love bet%«een an aristocrat and the daughter of a factory hand 
and Chartist leader and their ultimate union in marriage. It 
ends on the note that if the Aristocracy and the working people 
unite, thp/ would be able to fight the middle classes. 
In the initial stages,the landed aristocracy had one great 
advcintage over the rising industrial middle class. They held the 
reins of power exclusively in their hands and enjoyed certain 
manorial rights over the towns and villages where factories had 
been establisheJ. Gradually, however, they were deprived of even 
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these <iclvdntdgei> when the c<apitali.9t c l a s s , in a l l i ance with the 
worklnj c l a a s , wreytel p(3ll t ical power from the landed gen t r / and 
deprived i t or i t s feudal r i g h t s wlt>» the f i r s t Reform 3111, 
Knglami ImporteJ corn from o t t» r ccmntries and i t was sold 
a t very low p r i c e s , and so tJie poor could lauy iaread cheap and the 
factcsry owners could keep the wages low, *Jt t h i s did not su i t 
the landlords laecause i t kept t h e i r incomes low. Since before the 
promulgations of the Reform 3111 tlie Br i t i sh Parliament was 
dominated isy the a r i s t o c r a t s , i t passeJ measures t o kee > the 
foreign corn out . These measures c*«ne t o iae known as Com liaws. 
The f i r s t Corn Law was passei in the year 1815 forbidding th«> 
imixsrt of wheat below the p r ice of e ighty s h i l l i n q a qua r t e r . 
This law was follower by many successive la%« of t h e same nature , 
Tram the very outset these measures were locdceJ ui^ on jy the working 
people as oppressive since they puslie.l up the pr ices of foodgrains. 
Corn pr ices rose to alarming proportions following a number of 
bad harves t s . This worsmieJ the sorry condition of the workers 
since taread oecame very dear, and even scarce . 
In the eighteen t h i r t i e s an ag i t a t ion led by the middle 
c l a s s was s t a r t ed against the Corn h&Ma. /tfi organisat ion ca l l ing 
i t s e l f the /\nti<Xorn Law ijee^jue was es t ab l i shed . Two of i t s 
leaders were ^lichard Cobden, a Manchester cotton manufacturer, 
and fcAm flriglit, the owner of a i^ochdale carpet fac tory . The 
idea oehind t h i s movement was t h a t the Corn Uaws must be repea le i 
<ind foreign com should be al lowei t o be imported freely Into 
•iritctin 3r> tha t bread would become cheap and p l e n t i f u l . Though 
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Initiated and led by the factory owners« the movement got the 
whole-hearted support of the workers. The agitation provided 
Impetus to the philosophy of laiasez-'falre whlcJi advocated that 
every nation. Instead of striving to be self-supporting, should 
exchange Its surplus products with those of other nations. The 
ultimate repeal of the Com Laws In 1846 servei to bring about a 
great change In the economy of England. From a predomlnently 
agricultural country It became an Industrial one. Importing food-
grains and raw materials for her Industries from foreign countries 
and exporting finished products to them. 
The above Is the economic and socio-political background of 
the two Industrial novels of Mrs. Gaskell, Mary Barton and 
North and South. 
The aspects of Industrial strife ii^ lch she has dealt with In 
her two novels and the ways In which they are similar or different 
In their approach to the problem of the conflict between the 
masters and the men, will be discussed In the following chapters. 
Chapter IZ 
MMY BARTON 
Mary 3arton (X848) Is Mrs. csaskell's first novel. Though 
It is entitled Mary a^ rt^ on^  Mary is not the main character of 
the novel and the plot of the eternal triangle of love is 
subsidlar/ to the main plot of industrial strife. Through her 
own letters it is knovm that she had initially planned to name 
her first novel 'Tohn Barton', who is its protagonist. She sa/s 
in a letters 
... he was my hero« the person with whom all my 
sympathies w«nit, with whom I tried to identify 
myself at that time. 
I t was at the i n s i s t « i c e of her puislishers that she had to change 
the t i t l e of her novel to Mary E^rton. 
The sett ing of Mary Syrtcff^  i s Manchester in the 'hungry 
forties* ot the l a s t century. This was a p«ciod of acute 
distress in the industrial d i s t r i c t s of England. Out as Arthur 
Pollard has very correctly pointed outa 
I t i s not aoout industrial ccMiditions, ixtt about 
2 
the people living in those conditions. 
1 Chappie and Pollard, Mrs. Gaskell's letters. No. 74. 
2 Pollard, p. 35. 
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The novel starts with the keenly awaited holiday for the 
poor tired labourers who have left the iaustling city of 
Manchester and come to the Green Hays Fields, to get a brief 
respite from their humdrum life amidst squalid surroundings» 
while some of them remember nostalgically their rural life 
which they h«id left behind to join the rush towards the 
industrial North. It is here that the two families, the 
Bartons and the Wilsons meet, converse and go badk to Manchester 
in the evening to iJarton's house for tea. Mary Bartcan senior, 
JoYm Barton's wife, who is far advanced in pregnancy and 
grieving over her sister Esther's disappearance, takes a turn 
for the worse the same night while in labour, and 9arton goes 
to fetch the doctor. 8y the time he returns with the doctor,she 
is dea^. 
John 3arton has been described as a typical example of a 
Manchester factory hand. He had been bom of parents who had 
VR:>rked in the factories and he himself had worked in them since 
his childhood. Hie only son had died for want of good food and 
meaiclne and now his wife, who had a good ir^ luence over him, had 
died and left him a disappointed and embittered man. He becomes 
very gloomy aorid stern in his attitude towards everyone except 
his daughter, for whom he shows some affectic^. 
7olV) 'Partem always talks with passionate anger about the 
vast differences between the life styles of the rich and the 
poor. For when his son lay on his death->bed and he (Barton) 
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did not have eno\Mjh m<xiey to lauy medicine for his only son, he 
saw a rich factor/ owner's wife coming out of a groceries shop 
laden with all sorts of delicacies. He is also against girls 
working in factories because he thinks that these girls turn 
out to ioe good for nothing. They come in ccxitact with people 
who exploit them AS had happened to his sister-in-law Esther. 
She had left Manchester <md elop»i with somecme. Hence he 
decides that tils daughter« Mary Barton Junior, should be 
apprenticed at a dress-maker's shop. 
for some time trade had not been prosperous and the factory 
owners have reduced the hours of work so that they do not have 
to pa/ the workers uselessly. At this time a great fire breaks 
out at the Carson*s mill which destroys a lot of machinery and 
the factor/ building leaving many workers, including Oeorge 
Wilson, unemployed. This leads to more starvation and deaths. 
This fire does not have any effect on the owner as the machiner/ 
and the building are both insured and he does not have to pa/ 
the workers as the work has stoj^ed. Instead he gets a chance 
to spend his leisure time with his family. One mill hand at 
Carson's, Davenport, is very ill and his f^nily has not had 
anything to eat for days. They are living in the worst possible 
surroundings without any furniture and no bedding to cover them 
and they cannot afford coal to light a fire. Wilson, who is a 
good, kind hearted man, comes to hear of their plight, and 
wants to help them. He himself la also out of work and 
depmidcmt ran his own. He asks Barton to help th«T>, aarton goes 
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with Wilson to Davenport's house and when he sees the pitiaole 
condition in which they are living« he returns to his house and 
takes out various valuables to the pa%m8hop and pawns tiiem in 
order to iouy some food and firewood for the needy family. In 
the meantime, Wilson goes to the Carson's to get E>avent>ort an 
infirmary order to be actatitted to the hospital. He is imable 
to obtain it. Instead, young Harry Carson presses five 
shillings in Milson's hand for Oavenport. But when Wilson 
reaches tJavenport's house the poor fellow is on the verge of 
death and dies a little later. 
Some time after this, when the twins of Wilson are ill and 
die^it is Mrs. Davenport's turn to be helpful in their need. 
A naticMDwide movement is started, called the Chartist 
Covenant, bf the labcMirers. They petitirsn to meet the Parliament 
with the Charter. John 9artc«n is chosen as one of its delegates. 
The workers think that the l>arliament and the Que«n are not 
aware of the predicament of the poor labourers and that t^en they 
see the Charter they would be sure to take measures to ensure 
better living and working conditions. The evening before the 
day Barton has to leave for London, many workers collect at his 
house and ask him to speak of their troubles and problems before 
the Parliament. He leaves for I*ondcMi the next day with high 
hopes and is all prepared to speak on behalf of his fellow 
workers, but returns a sorely disappointed man because the 
delegation, of which he was a member, did not succeed in its 
mission. 
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i^ fhlle he was In Uc^don his friend Oeorge Wilson dieJ. when 
he returns he comes to know of his friend's death and feels all 
the more Icwiely. After his return he Is not given an/ Job 
because he iias been a delegate In the Chartist i^ovement. This 
makes him very bitter. Though Mary i« earning her bit at the 
dressmaker'3« It is not enough for both the father and the 
daughter to live comfortably on, ciradually the house is 
strlppeu of all its decorations, bits of furniture and warw 
clothings, which find their way into the pawn shops in order to 
enable them to buy food. 
John Barton becomes an active Trade Unionist. Though what 
he wants badly is a Job, he is offered relief from a fxind by 
the Trade Unicsn which he declines and requests that it be given 
to Tom oarbyshire who neeis it more than him, in spite of the 
tact that Tom is his onemy. 
A total strike is declared in fianchester. All work has come 
to a stop. The factory owners become desperate and offer Jobs 
to those who are ready to work in their place. Vforkers from 
other areas come up to work at lower wages. The {Manchester 
workers are angry with them. They throw vitriol on these poor 
'Knobsticks' as they are called, and beat thstm up. 
One day a mi^ eting is arranged between the masters and the 
men. The delegates of the workers are ready to resume work if 
the wages are Increased. The masters offer to raise the wages 
Dy one shilling. The delegates decline this offer. The masters 
also tell them that they have laid down the policy that anyone 
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who belcxicjs to a trade uni<m would not be givon eRtpioymcmt In the 
factories, vmile the meeting is in progress young Harry Carson 
dca%<s a caricature sketch c^ the delegates %«hich he passes round 
causing amusement to his cooipiuiicMis. He th«Nn throws it into 
the £ire, ixit the paper does not reach its destination and 
one oi: the workers gets hold of it. The workers are further 
enraged to learn that the masters have not only refused to 
listen to their {problems« but even make fun of their miserable 
ccMidition. 
One .Hanchester worker, who has attacked a knobstick« asks 
Bart<xi to give the poor fellow his silver watch so that he could 
s€Nnd it to his family. Barton returns horrified at what he has 
seen. He tells the workers that they are wrong in attacking 
the poor knobsticks# who are as brothers to them in their misery 
and are al&o in need of food and mcmey. He adds that by 
attacking them they are not gaining any advantage but are causing 
more trouble to the poorest of the poor. Instead they should 
direct their angcur towards the mastwcs who are responsible for 
all the misery and trouble. Thus secret lots are drawn to 
select the man who would be entrusted with the task of killing 
one of the factory owners. And it falls on Barton to do the 
deed. He kills Harry Carson. 
The plot of the story is further complicated by the under-
current of the love theme. It is the lover of Mary Sarton who 
is suspected of mitrdering her would-be seducer, Harry Carson. 
Mary Barton was loved by lem Wilson from an e^rly age but Mary is 
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not aware of it. Slie meets younq Harry Carscm who Is rich and 
has every thing ahe could ever dream of having ~ he is handsonte, 
young and appears to iae very much in love with her and she 
imagines herself to be in love with him. She day-dreams of the 
days when she would be a lady« married to Harry Carson and how 
she would take her father away from this life of distress and 
let him live in comfort, 
Jem Wilson proposes to her and she, thinking herself in 
love with Harry, i^o is far above in station and wealth to Jem, 
rejects Jem's proposal. It is just after her refusal to Jem 
that she realizes, belatedly, that she had ise&n momentarily 
infatuated by the handsome rich Carson, but in reality ahe loves 
Jem WilscMTi. 
After this realisation she decides not to meet Harry Carson. 
Though she tries to avoid him, she happens to meet him cwie day 
and from his own words she comes to know that he has had no 
intentions of marrying her, but caily wanted to seduce her. 
Jiary's aunt, Esther, who had left Manchester with her lover, 
thinking he love-i her cmough to marry her, has onded up as a 
streetwalker, after being seduced and left by her rich and 
handsome lover. Some years after her elopement she returns to 
?<«tf»cht?ster only to find that her sister is dead. There she also 
comes to know about the affair of her young niece with Harry 
Carson. She foresees that this flirtation would lead to the same 
doon as her ovai. So ahe is determined to save her innocent 
niece from this dreadful future. She tries to talk to John 9arton 
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ai>:iut I t but he does not l i s t e n t o tier as he I s ver / angry with 
her tor having broucjht about h i s wife 's e a r l / death and herself 
havlntj endeJ up as a p r o s t i t u t e and not the lady she used t o 
drec^ o£ iaecomlnci. Then Esther t a l k s t o Tern. She t e l l s him of 
% r / ' s l lason with Harry Carson and her own pa the t i c s tory . At 
t i r s t Jent l a very anqcf t o learn t ha t Hary loves another man. 
Then he wants t o make sure whether Carscxn I s txrue t o her and 
whet.ier or not he would marry her . One day he stops Carson by 
the roadside a t lunch time and asks him about his In tent ions 
towards Mary. Carson, r ea l i z ing t h a t Jem loves Mary, dfjes not 
t e l l hire of her change of a t t i t u d e towards him but s t r i k e s Jem. 
Jem In re turn h i t s Carson and t h r e a t « i s t o k i l l him If he learns 
tha t he (Carson) i s not t r u e t o Mary. 
When Harry Carsc^ i s found murdered and h is body i s taken 
home h i s family i s gr ief s t r icken. His fa ther wants h i s death 
t o be avengeti and the murderer ar res ted and hanged. The 
suspicion na tu ra l ly f a l l s on Jem wilscai vho has been overheard 
threatening t o k i l l Harry Carson and he i s a r r e s t ed . 
Esther goes to the scene of murder and finds a piece of 
paper which she gives t o ^ r y w*ien she v i s i t s her . "'^ ary 
recognises the paper, as i t was a va len t ine card sent to her by 
Jem some years a^o on which she^  herself had copied a poem for 
her^  f a the r . This leads her t o suspect t ha t i t i s her father 
who i s the murderer. Later her suspicion i s conflrroeJ when 
she finds a gun case nidden in lier f a t h e r ' s c l o the s . Now there 
i s a conf l ic t In her mind between saving Jem who i s Innocent 
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and not disclosing her father's guilt. 
Through Jem's mother she learns that he was away from 
Manchester on the night of the murder« accompanying will Wilson, 
his cousin, who was going to Liverpool. Will is a sailor and is 
to sail from Liverpool for America on Tuesday, the day fixed 
for Jem's trial. Mary is determined to meet will iaefore he 
has sailei away and ask him to give the alibi that Tern was with 
him on the night of the murder. 
The innocent, unsuspecting Jane Wilson has told the 
disguised policeman that the gun with which Harry Carson was 
murdered was her son's. Both Tane Wilson and iiary are summoned 
to Liverpool as witnesses at the trial. Mary, in order to seek 
out Will Wilson, leaves for Liverpool on Monday only to learn that 
the ship cm which Will was going had saileJ on Sunday night. She 
takes a boat and goes in pursuit of the ship and is able to 
ccx^ tact Will yA\o promises to her to come to the trial. When Mary 
reaches the shore she realiates that she has droppei the card on 
whicti the address of the lodging-house %diere she was to stay was 
writt«n. One of the boatsmen takes her to his own house, where 
she spends the night. The next day she goes to the court with the 
boataman. The trial begins and a number of witnesses are called, 
including Mary. She tells her story about how she met Harry 
Carson and thought that he loved her and viould matry her and 
then of her realization that she loved Jem. 
Will Wilson comes into the court and gives his alibi that 
Jem had walked with him on the night of the murder and as a 
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result 7etn is acquitted and freed. 
Aa Mar/ is Irnth mentalI/ and physically exhausted* she 
becomes delirious and very ill. In her delirium she keeps 
asking £or her father to save lem. Only Jem can understand 
her meaning, for he knows that John Barton is the murderer. It 
takes her some time to get well and it is <»ily then that J«m 
takes her to Manchester. Mary goes home and finds her father 
at home. He is very ill and she nurses him back to health. 
Even though Jem is acquitted of imirder«he is not able to get 
back his job at the foundry because other workers are not ready 
to work with a person who has been suspected of being a murderer. 
(^ e day John Sarton asks Mary to call Jem to their house at 
eight in the night. t«hen she reaches home with Jem that night 
she finds Henry Carson and Tob Legh present. It is clear from 
the conversation that Barton has confessed to the guilt of 
murdering Harry Carson. Henry Carson* the father of the victim, 
gets very angry to know that it was Bartcm %fho had killed his son. 
He says that he would not spare Barton even though he has 
confessed the guilt and would get him hanged. John Barton replies 
that he had felt very bad immediately after killing Harry and 
was on the point of killing himself* but ims smitten with a 
sense of guilt and had come to a point when he wanted to atone 
for the sin he had committed. He adds that he is being haunted 
by the sin and deserves much greater mental and {^:^ical anguish 
and that hanging would only deprive him of the full atonement 
of his sin. 
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While Carson Is mourning £or his aan and tells Barton of 
the great loss he has suffered and the anguish he has experienced« 
aarton is reminded of the death of his own SCHI and has a 
JOrotherly feeling for the fellow sufferer. His eyes are dimmed 
vfith tears. He forgets all class antagonism which he has 
nursed all through his life. He now looks upon C^taon, not as 
an smployer or oppressor« but a sad, bereaved, old man. ^t 
being responsible for all this misery BMurtcm feels that he is 
not wititled to offer sympathy and consolation to the poor 
father. He asks Carson to forgive him for killing his son. Job 
ijegh reminds CarscHri of the Lord's prayer relating to forgiveness. 
To ti^iis Carson replies that he is ready to be punishS'J for his 
own tresspasses but he is not px«pare<i to forgive Barton who has 
tresspassed against him. Carson leaves 3artfMi*s house to go to 
the police but on the way he decides to leave the matter till 
morning. Later, in his house, %^ c»n he has thought it over, he 
feels that he cannot hate Bartcm. In the morning he again goes 
to aairton*s to find Barton on the verge of death. He takes the 
dying, desolate man in his arms and prays for him, though only 
the night before he had said that he was prepared to remain 
unforgiven for his own sins rather than forgive Barton for his 
son's murder. 
Jem marries Hary and is helped by his employer to go to 
Canada, the land of promise, with his wife and mother^ where they 
settle down. 
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The aooive is a brief account o£ the incidents related in 
M^y a^ i^ q^n. It shews that in the main the novel deals with 
industrial strife in Manchester during the "hungry forties", 
with John aarton as the central character. 
It is clear from the account that it is not Just a simple 
story of one particular vorker in conflict against a certain 
employer; it is rather a complex panarama presetting a variety 
of characters and attitudes both of the working people as well 
as the factory owners. 
There i^ not one category of %«orkers but a wide variety of 
them. At the bottom of the economic ladder are the knobslicks 
or blacklegs %«ho come from rural areas over to industrial 
towns being driven to desperation for want of food and clothing 
and are ready to ««ork for very low wages, evm below subsistence 
level, in order to survive.^ 
Then come the Davenports «^o have been described as the 
desperate victims of the fire in Carson's mill. Otavenport is ill 
and his children are very young and so are not able to work, but 
they are "not too young to be cold and hungry." The Davenports 
have pawned o£f all their valuables as well as the necessities 
of life, and are living in a cellar amidst squalid surroundings. 
Their dwelling has been described in the following %iordsi 
It was very dark Inside... the smell was... 
foetid... damp, nay vret, brick floor, through 
1 ><ary Barton, p. 97. 
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which the stagnant« filthy moisture o£ the 
stre«t oo2«»d up; the £lre«place was empty 
and black. 
The ailing otavenport has been depicted as lying on strai#-bed 
%^ >lch wast 
so damp and mouldy no dog would have chosen it 
in {O-eference to flags; over it was a piece 
of sackir^ r^  coming next to his worn skeleton 
of a bodyi above him was mustered every article 
of clothing that could be spared by mother or 
2 
children this bitter weather. 
England« being a cold country, warmth is as much a necessity 
AB food, clothing and shelter. The Davenports have reached the 
stage of dea^ Miratian %Hien the hitfnan feelings are dead and the 
animal instinct is predominant, as described in the following 
viordst 
When the delirious }»isbaUfK3 saw drink, he anatchCKi 
at it with animal instinct,with a flM»l£ishness )w 
had never shoMn in health.^ 
Then come the Mi I sons and the Bartons \iho are mmfortably 
off ^9n the novel op«ms. The former is thrown out of work as a 
result of a fire at the mill ^ere he had been working and has 
not been able to get any otl^ sr Job. Along with his family, he is 
d<^ pcMnd«nt on his son, J«sn, M&IO is a skilled hand, %forklru3 at a 
foundry. Jem is able to earn enough to support the whole family; 
but his father is not happy with the situation in %4hich he finds 
1 tUtv Barton^ p. 98 
2 Ibid., p. 100. 
3 Ibid., p. lOl. 
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himself -»• aittirK) Idle and spending his son's savings. 
'•^he aartnns are leading a fairly comfortable life at the 
beginning or the novel. The only burden of sorrow that 
Mrs. larton la carrying Is the disappearance of her younger 
sister Esther to %riiofn she has been like a mother. They are 
llvln<j In a house r^tUch Is cosy and full of furniture« crockery 
and has curtalnct^ i windows. All this makes I4rs. Barton almost 
house proud. The house has geuranlums to create a cheerful 
atmosphere. The Bartons can afford to be hospitable and to let 
themselves go \itwn they have guests. They Invite the Wilsons 
over to tea, and as Oeorge Wilson's sister Alice Is living 
nearby« 3arton Invites her too so that she may meet her brother's 
family. 
The same night Mrs. aartr»i dies In child labour. Her early 
death has been brought about by the shock of Esther's dls~ 
appearance and her concern for her sister's well being. Barton 
Is basically an obstinate, bitter and gloomy man; but under 
this hard exterior he has a soft heart. Mrs. Barton had been 
the only tie t^ lcdi bo\md him down to the g«Nntle humanities of 
earth, with her death this tie Is broken and he becomes gloomy, 
stern and cynical. At this point there Is a pause In the 
narrative. 
When the stc^y Is resumed three years have elapscK). 7ohn 
Barton's daughter Mary has come of age and Is working at a dress-
maker's shop as a seamstress. Trade has worsened, wages have 
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decreased and vmemplo/ment is widespread. Barton Is shovm as 
working short hours and their house Is gradual1/ being deprived 
of Its prised possessions. To all this Is added the memory of 
the death of Barton's son In penurious circumstances. He 
remembers the time when his onl/ son was 111 and he could not 
afford to buy the requisite medicines and nutritious food for 
his darling. He had gone to the shops and looked In at the 
windows and felt bad at not being able to buy the stuff displayed 
In th«n %^ ien he saw a rich lady coming out of one of the shops 
ladwn with packets containing all sorts of delicacies. He had 
even harboured the Idea of stealing some of the expensive Itwns 
which his son badly needed. 
All this makes him hostile towards the rich In general and 
the factory owners In particular. He oftai talks about the 
lujoirlous and Idle lives of the rich In a sarcastic tone. He 
refers to a typical rldh female In the following wordst 
A do-nothing lady« worrying shopmen all morning 
and screeching at her planny all afternoon« and 
going to bed without having done a good turn to 
any one of Ood's creature but herself. 
Again and again he refers to the Edbllcal parable of JJlves and 
bazarus. He finds little consolation In the Hlbllcal dictum of 
the poor owning the Kingdom of Heaven. He wishes their lot to be 
better here and now and not hereafter. He makes fun of the people 
*riio say that <3od Is our Father, "and that we mun bear patiently 
p. 44. 
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%#hate*er he sends. "^ 
Oon / e think h e ' s t h ' masters' father« t o o ? 
I 'd be loath t o have 'em for brothers.'^ 
Referring t o tt<e masters* he addst 
They are having t h e i r good th ings now« that 
afterwords they may be tormented. 
In Barton i s ombodied the "agony. . . vihlch convulses t h i s 
diwib people ." This agony i s fsressed t o the extremity where i t 
can suffer in s i l e n c e no more. He i s one of thoset 
Mho have endured t#rongs without complaining« but 
%<ithout e i t h e r forge t t ing or forgiv ing those vrtK>m 
5 (they be l i eve ) have caused a l l t h i s woe." 
He becomes an a c t i v e and e n t h u s i a s t i c t r ^ e u n i o n i s t . He i s 
chosen as a de legate for the C h a r t i s t s and l eaves for LiondcMi with 
high hopes out retiums u t t e r l y a brcricen down and embittered man 
as the de legat ion has not been able t o meet the Parlistfuent. He 
returns on a night oft 
Warm, pa t t er ing , incessMit r a i n . . . Drenched and 
way-worn, there he stood! He came i n with no wcnrd 
. . . He sat do«ffi by the f i r e in h i s wet t h i n g s , 
unheeding. 
Mhen at l a s t he speaks, i t i s t o say t h i s t o h i s daughters 
1- Mary Barton, p . 104 
2 Ib id . 
3 I b i d , , p . 142 
4 I b i d . , p . 38 
5 I b i d . , p . 60 
6 I b i d . , p . 140 
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Mary« we mun apeak to our God to hear us« for 
man will not hearken; no, not now, %«hen we weep 
tears o* blood. 
He Is disillusioned with everything and his Increasing harshness 
of spirit goes hand In hand with decline In physical health. 
Since Barton went as a delegate to the Charlst Movement tM 
Is dismissed by his employer. This embitters him all the more, 
with Mary's eaxmlngs the father and the daughter are not able to 
obtain two full meals a day. In order to do so the Items of 
decorations and the household effects gradually find their way 
to the pawnshops one after another and the house becomes almost 
bare. Barton Is offered relief from a Fund by the Trade Union. 
He declines It and requests that It be cjlv«i to Tom Darbyslilre 
who Is his bitter enemy but la more needy than him. This 3hot#s 
that though he harbours most hostile feelings against the rich, he 
Is prepared to make sacrifices for those belofiglng to his own class 
At the top runt) of the eccmomlc ladder In the novel are the 
Carsons, one of the rich factory owners who had rls«n from the 
ranks of factory hands. As Mrs. Wilson says, while talking of the 
Carsons, Mrs. Carson was also a factory girl and would have 
given anything to marry the handsome (3eorge Wilson but had 
married Mr. Carsctfi, who at that timet 
Warn't so much above her, as they're both above 
us all now. 
2 Ibid., p. 164. 
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The CarscMis llv© In a palatial house which Is lavishly and 
luxuriously furnished with hordes of servants doing all the work 
while they sit Idle and while away their time doing nothing. 
Mrs, Carson, for example, has been described as followst 
(She was) very poorly... indulging in the luxury 
o£ a head-ache... It would have done her more 
good than all the aether and sal-volatile she 
was daily in the habit of swallowing, if she 
might have taken the work of one of her own 
housemaids for a week; made beds, rubbed tables, 
shaken carpets, and gone out into the fresh 
morning air, without all the paraiiAiernalia of 
shawl, cloak, boa, furboots, bonnet, and vedl, 
in Mhich she was equif^ ied, before setting out for 
an 'airing', in the closely shut-up carriage. 
Her daughters have been used to a life of luxury and leisure from 
the very beginning, but time hangs heavily even on their hands 
and they try to find all kinds of leisure time employments to 
kill Iti 
One tried to read 'Smerson's Essays', and fell 
asleep in the attempt; the other was turning 
over a parcel of new music, in order to select 
^lat she llkedi. Amy, the yougest, was copying 
2 
some manuscript music. 
As has be«i pointed out above, the fire which burnt do%m 
Carson's mill did not have any adverse effect on his own 
private life. While it threw workers out of employm^it itfiich 
1 Mary Barton, p. 254 
2 Ibid., pp. 254-55. 
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resulted in starvation and deaths In their families, Mr. Carson 
lost practical 1/ nothing since he had been careful encHagh to 
get his factory insured against fire. On the contrary it gave 
him an opportunity to spend a lot more time with his family . 
Even in timps of lean trade while workers were suffering 
great hardships, the factory owners %#ere throwing as well as 
attending parties. Though Carson has risen from the %forking 
people, he is not concerned with the well-being of his unfortunate 
ersttdiile fellow workers. He is indifferent towards their hard-
ships and is as ruthless as the other masters. 
As /urthur Pollard has said, it is Davenport's sufferings 
that demonstrate the lowest depth of misery and poverty and not 
Bartons* which are contrasteJ with the luxuries of the Carsnn 
hwisehold. 
Factory owners have also to eccmomise and go without certain 
things, taut their suffering during lean trade is absolutely out of 
comparison to those of their operatives like Davenport. The 
factory o%mers and their families are forced to cut do%«n their 
expenditure only on non->essential items, while their employees 
and their families have to pawn their essential household effects 
to be able to survive. For example, the maid sezrvant of 
Mrs. Carson saysi 
Can*t give above half-a-^rown a pound for salmon 
... She*8 grumbling because traded so bad. 
1 Pol lard, p. 46 . 
2 Mftry ByijQn, p . 107. 
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Milson t«lla Bartons 
r«r. Carson apoktt to me after th* flra* and 
•a/s he« "I shall ha' to retrench, and be very 
careful In my expenditure during these bad times« 
I assure ye"; so you see th* masters suffer too. 
To this aarton repllest 
Hah they ever seen a child o* their'n die for 
want o* food? ^  
In this respect the epigraph to Chapter six In the novel Is very 
apt: 
How little can the rich man know 
Of %«hat the poor man feels« 
Mben %fant« like seme dark demon foe« 
Nearer and nearer steals ! 
• • • • • * « • • e s e 
He never saw his darlings lie 
Shivering, the grass their bed; 
Ne never heard that maddening cry, 
£teiddy, a bid of bread* 
Wilson Is depicted as a passive sufferer. He believes in 
the aibllcal diction that the poor tiould own the Kingdom of 
Heaven In life after death and Is satisfied with his lot. He 
Is a good, kind hearted and brave man. Vfhen Carson's mill 
catches fire, the ifHsons •» father and son — rescue the men 
trapped In It. As has been told previously, Qeorge villsan 
helps the Davenports. Though he Is not In a position to extend 
\ gSS.?nn6sf- '°*-'-P 
3 Ibtd., p. 95. 
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mon«tary h«Ip to tham he looks after the famil/ and nurses the 
ailing Davenport. 
He has shown his notadLXity o£ oharacter in marrying and 
taking care ot the %ieak, plain« factory girl lane Mil son« though 
many good looking girls tfere keen on marrying him. As Hrs. Kllson 
tells ^ 4aryt 
lessy Witter as vrauld ha* given her eyes for himi 
she as is ^ B . Carson noif« for she were a handsome 
lasa.^ 
I4rs. Wilson had been working in a factory since she was a 
child. So she did not know any house-keeping as was common with 
girls f^orking in factories. She used to make a mess of every-
thing at the beginning of their marriage, ^t Oeorge Wilson 
waB an understanding husband and never said anything at the 
blunders she used to commit. She tells Msryt 
There were never such a bom goose at house-
keeping as X were; and yet he married meS X 
had been in a factory sin* five years old a*mo8t» 
and I knew nought about cleaning« ac cxxiking, 
let alone washing and mach like work... I*d no 
notion how to cook a potato. X know*d they 
were boiled« and I know*d their skins were taken 
off, and that wwce all... the water had boiled 
away, and they were all a nasty brown mass, as 
smelt through all the house. He said naught, 
and ««ere very gentle. 
2 Ibid., PP.164-6S. 
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John barton Is not at all passive in his sufferings. He is 
sensitive and takes ever/ thing to heart. He has been working 
in factories since he was very young and has experienced all 
kinds of sufferings, his own as %#ell as others'. Vlhen he loses 
his job he takes to opium eatingt 
He could bear hunger; for that power of endurance 
had been called forth when he was a little child, 
and had seen his mother hide her daily morsel to 
share it among her children, and wh«n he, being 
thi» eldest,had told the noble lie, that *he was 
not hungry, could not eat a bit more *, in order 
to imitate his mother's bravery, and still the 
sharp wail of the younger infants. 
He has a passionate feeling of injustice at the disparities 
between the living conditions of the poor and the ric^ and is 
vehment in his expression of hatred for the rich as a class. He 
always refers to the parable from the Mble about *Qives and 
Lasarus*. He is not satisfied with the sxamia^ of the good life 
in Heaven. Mhat he asks f<x is a better life than the anm the 
poor are leading in this %iorld. In one of his outbursts i^ iile 
talking of the rich and the poor he sayst 
we are their slaves as long as we can work} we 
pile up their fortunes with the sweat of our 
browsi and yet %ie are to live as separate as if 
we %#are in two worlds; ay, as separate as Oives 
and Uasarus, with a great gulf betwixt us.^ 
^ Ijgy atf^qq, p. 156. 
2 Ibid., p. 45. 
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These %fords of Sarton call to mind the famous two nations of 
•Israeli — the rich and the poor In his Svtall, (1845). 
Barton's hatred for the rich la Intwislfled irf the fact that 
when his only son lay dying for want of good food and ad^^uate 
medicine which he could not afford he saw the rich enjoying 
themselves and throwing lavish parties and living a luxurious 
life. He looks with contenqpt at the Idle lives of the rich and 
as has been quoted above# he hates the Idle rich ladles who do 
nothing all day but play the piano and go to bed at night without 
doing any good for anybody bvt themselves. 
AdBter he returns from liondon vAiere he had gone as a delegate 
of the Chartists to meet the Parliament, he becomes more and more 
vehment in his hatred for the rich. When he comes back from a 
visit to a Knobstick «dK> had been attacked by the %forker8, he Is 
horrified at what he has seen of the poor man. He feels no animus 
against the Knobsticks. He wants vwfigence to be wreaked on the 
masters wiio* according to him, are the root cause of all the 
misery, steirvatlon and deaths and not the poor fQiobstlcks who are 
also In need of money, food, shelter and warmth as they are even 
pocNTer than the regular workers, their standard of living being 
even lower. He feels that they are as brothers to them and not 
enemies. He says to other workmen that 1^ attacking the poor 
KnotHitlcks they do not gain any advantage over them but cause 
more trouble for them and their families. He saysi 
Me han all on 'us been more like cowards In 
attacking the poor like ourselves, them as has 
S6 
none to help, but man choose between vitriol and 
starvaticHn... what I %fOuld do is this. Have at the 
masters! ... It's the masters as has wrought this 
woei it's the masters as sh<Mild pay for it. 
He sa/s thdt the masters should be taught a lesson and <xie of 
them should be beaten up or killed as an example to others. It 
is at this suggestion of this that secret lots are dravm and it 
falls to his lot to do the deed. 
In spite of all his vehmence he is basically a kind heairted 
man and has a lot of fellow feelings for other workers and their 
fjtfnilies. He declines the money of the relief fund offered to 
him in favour of Tom Derbyshire who is in greater need despite 
the fact that they are not on good terms. 
He also helps the Oav^ riports in their hour of need. In order 
to get tiiem a good meal and warmth« he pawns his valuables and 
helps ifllson in nursi-ig Davenport and looking after his wife and 
children. 
It is out of desperation that Barton coimnits the imtrder of 
young Harry Carscm but as he is not a criminal at heart he feels 
bad after doing the deed. He edso feels sympathetic towards the 
f atl^ ier of his victim when he sees how the poor old man is 
grieving over the death of his son. This reminds him of the 
misery the death of his ovm son had brought on him. He forgets 
tlrie life-long animosity which he has nursed against the rich and 
locdcs upon old Carson as a brother in his grief. 
1 ^ y Hf%9^* p. 241. 
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Carson is Indifferent in his attitude towards the %forkers 
though he had himself been a worker and must have experi«K:ed 
the hardships the workmen have to bear. When Wilson goes to his 
house to ask for an infirmary order for Oawiport, one of his 
workmen, knowing full well the xirgenc/ of the matter he issues 
an out-patient order for the next Monday which is several days 
away« and this order turns out to be useless as Davenport dies 
the same day without receiving any medical aid. 
Carscxi loves his family and is grief strick^i when his son 
is murdered. He wants the murderer to be punished for his 
crime and when he learns that Barton has killed his son he is not 
read/ to forgive him wh«n he begs for forgiveness. %it later he 
softens and the penitent Barton dies in his arms. 
According to Frederick Engels, viol«it actions« including 
murders« were not uncommon and these resulted from "the bitter 
hatred of the workers against the property holding class." In 
his Tn? C<y>tj^ 4.t49n oj5 ^)}^ \tac}^pg-^X^a^ jn qiigly>d, - IBjSj he 
provides a close parallel to the murder of Harry Carsons 
In 183I« at a time of violent labour unrest, young 
Ashtc^, a manufacturer of Hyde, near Manchester, 
was shot one evening wh«i crossing a field, and 
no trace of the assassin discovered. There is no 
doubt that this was a deed of vengeance of the 
2 
working m«i". 
1 Engels, p. 226. 
2 Ibid., p. 227. 
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Hoviever, Raymond Williams Is of the opinion that such 
ffiurdsrs viere exceptional. According to him, as compared with the 
careful!/ representative character of the early Chapters of the 
novel, the episode of murder in Mary Barton, is an obvious 
distortion since there are few recorded cases of this nature. He 
says that foreign observers had noted that the characteristic 
response of the English working people, evwi in times of grave 
suffering, was not of personal violence. Raymond William 
thinks that the murder of Carson is a dramatization <xi the part of 
Mrs. Oaskell of the fear of violence which was widespread tfiiong 
the upper and middle classes at the time that the working people 
might take matters into their hands. 
Engels is perhaps nearer the truth in his work based as it 
is on a f>erscmal investigation into the lives of the workers. 
Angus Easson in his Eliaabeth GasKell saysi 
Mrs. Oaskell though is no way condemning the 
murder, is able to show %d.th understanding the 
provocation for men yAuMB demands have not been 
met, %idiose families are starving and who are 
treated with cmtempt In Carson's mocking 
2 
doodle of a cartoon. 
AS mentioneJ by Frederick Engels, Thomas AshtQn,a young 
factor/ manufacturer was one of the victims of the fury of the 
working people. Members of his family took the episode of the 
1 Raymond Williams, Culture and Society in the Victorian Novelt 
Modern Sssavs in Crltieiqm. ed. Ian Matt (Oxford. 1971).p.145. 
2 Angus Easson, Elisabeth Claskell (iKandon, 1979), p. 72. 
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murder of Carson In Mary Barton as a reference to th« particular 
Incident. Xn £act« ^^^zy Potter, the sister o€ Ashton, vhose 
In-Iaws were closely associated td.th the chapel of Nr. Oaskell, 
fainted away when during the course of her reading of the novel, 
she came to the murder of Harry Carson. However, In a letter to 
the f«nlly of Ashton, Mrs. Qaskell writes that she had some similar 
murders In Glasgow and not that of Ashton In nlnd when writing of 
2 
the murder of Harry Carson. 
Through his own suffering Carson learns the hitter lesson and 
realises that he Is at least partly to blame for his oi*» misfortunes, 
The death of his son and the grief It brings him makes him realise 
the extent of the misery of the wretched workers and brings abcut 
a change In his attitude towards his employees. He Introduces 
some reforms and Improvements in his factories* 
Many of the Improvements now In practise In the 
systsm of employment In Manchester, owed their 
origin to short earnest sentences spoken by 
Mr. Carson. Mtfiy and many yet to be carried Into 
execution, take birth from that stem, thoughtful 
mind, which suismltted to be taught by suffering.^ 
Olrls belonging to the working class families used to cast 
envious looks at their counterparts among the aristocracy, the 
middle classes and the professionals. So they %#ere psychologically 
prepared to be tsmpted and seduce'd by youngmoft of the upper classes 
1 Valentine Cunningham, Everywhere Spokan Against^  (Oxford, 1975), 
p. 132. 
2 Williams, p . 145. 
3 '^ tfry Hrt<?n* P* ^eo. 
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wltii falae proinlaes of marriage. They felt flattered by the 
attention they recelvei from the rich young men and very often 
epumeoi the offers of love and marriage by the young men of their 
own claas. In Mary Barton, this is the tragedy which befalls Esther 
and almost overtakes Mary who is lucky to escape it. 
Esther is the sist«u:>inolaw of 7ohn Barton. She tiorks in a 
factory and meets a rich young gentleman who profess^ love to her« 
and as she is young and dreams of living the life of a lady* she 
feels flattered and falls madly in love with him. She thinks that 
he wants to marry her and so she elopes with him. He seduces her 
and then after some time leaves her to fend for herself and her 
little daughter who is subeequ<mtly bom. Out of desperation« 
wh4Hi her child is ill, and she does not have money to go to the 
doctor, she becomes a street walker. She also starts drinking so 
as to forget the degrading life she has been forced to lead. Then 
her only child also dies; but by this time she cannot give up 
drinking and in order to procure drinks she has to keep offering 
her body to men. After a few years she returns to Manchester to 
find out how her sister and her family are doing. Here she 
learns about, her sister's death and how her young niece is 
treading the same path that she had trod some years ago. Even 
in such a degraded condition Esther does not lose her moral 
stfise and feelings of family affection, and is detcMcminedl to save 
her innocent niece from a horrible fate. Out when they meet, as 
£sther is ashamed of herself she is not able to tell young Mary of 
her terrible experiences and pretends to be happily married. She is 
6i 
alao not rttady to r«turn to normal 11£« because she cannot leave 
ofti drinks and does not want to iae a shameful Ixirden on her dead 
8l8t«r*8 famll/. 
Mary Barton escapes Just In time from the fate of her aunt. 
She Is young and Harry Carson flatters her by showing her great 
attention. She Imagines herself In love with Harry \A%Q IS young* 
rl(^ and handsome. She thinks foolishly that he wants to marry 
her. Like other girls of her age she also day-dreams of the time 
when she %iould became a lady, married to Harry Carson and how she 
would live like the aristocratic ladles and take her fahher with 
her and have him live In comfort for the rest of his life. 
Mary has never enmiuraged 7em Wilson %fho loves her for he 
Is a %fca:ker« though a better-paid one. Hhen Jem offers her his 
hand in marriage she rejects him thinking that she would marry 
Harry who Is far above In station to lem. Jem goes away feeling 
bad at being rejected. 
Just aft«r he has left Mary realises that It Is Jem she 
really loves and not Harry Carson with lAusm she has been momentarily 
Infatuated. B^t as Jem has gone away It Is too late to tell this 
to him. She tries to avoid meeting Harry Carscxi but once when she 
happens to meet hlm« she comes to know that he never had any 
Intention of marrying her but had merely wanted to seduce her. It 
Is her realisation In time of her real love that helps her In 
escaping the degrading, horrible life which poor Esther Is 
lewUng. 
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This is an account of the personal relationships between the 
individual members o£ the <Horking class (»i the c»ie hand, and the 
masters on the other, fttt M^cv Barton is basically a novel 
depicting industrial strife farevalent in the hungry forties in 
the industrial towns of North England. The strife in this 
novel takes the form of a tdken strike in Mancheter which has 
resulted from the lack of understanding and communication bet%«een 
the two classes iriiich are at loggerheads with each other. The 
flanchester textile manufacturers receive large orders £or d 
speedy supply of coarse cotton goods from a foreign country. They 
come to know that similar orders have also been placed by that 
country with the manufacturers of some continental towns %fhere no 
kinds of restrictions regarding the import of com obtain and 
where there is no taxation and so they are in a positicNti to produce 
the material at low prices and %«ould claim the monopoly of the 
market. So in order to sell their goods at competitive prices 
the Munchestec factory owners are compelled to sell their goods 
at a loss as well as to lower the wages of their employees so ttiat 
their continental rivals do not get the monopoly of the market. 
But they consider themselves to be under no obligation to take 
their wcnrkmen into confidence as to the reason for reducing their 
emoluments. The %#cu:kers also come to know of these leurge orders; 
and they naturally conclude that their employers would earn huge 
profits by executing them, aut since they do not know the 
reascMn for the lowering of their wages they are indignant and 
feel that their masters are taking unfair advantage of their 
helplessness. So they decide to starve rather than t«ork at lower 
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wages. TtMis th« strike in Manchester starts. The strikers are 
supported by the t#orkers* unions of other trades from Manchestm: 
and outside. The Masters became desperate and advertize outside 
ManchestwET for %iQirtcers. The poor powfur-loom i#eavers living in 
the countryside are in need of etRpIoymcmt. They start coming over 
to Manchester to work; there. 
Foot-sore, way*worn# half-starved looking men 
they %iere, as they tried to steal into town in 
the early datm. 
The workwre \iho are on strike are indignant with these outsiders 
for acting as strike breakers and attack themt 
The poor depressed men tramping in from i!kimley, 
Padiham, 4Uid other places« to work at the 
condemned 'Starvation Prices'# were waylaid« and 
beaten« and left almost for dead h^ the road-side. 
The striking workers %iant ft meeting between them and the 
masters. The factory owners agree to this meeting. On the day 
of the meeting all masters are Resent and the delegates come 
and read out their demands. Then the employers say that they 
have decided to "give one shilling per %fe^ more than they had 
3 
previously offered.** The delegates reject the off«r with 
contsnqpt. Then the masters declare^ that they %iould not employ 
any worker attached to the trade union or any other society and 
that they have pledged to protect aMnA encourage all workers \&yo 
1 Hyy Barton, p. 222 
2 Ztadd., p. 223 
3 Ibid., p. 234 
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are %illlln<j to accept omployment on those oonditlons* and at the 
rate o£ wages previousl/ offered. The workers are not happy with 
the decision and they tdthdrew without a word. 
inihlle the meeting is in progress Harry makes a caricature 
sketch of the workers which falls into the hands of one of the 
workers. The workers are very angry to leaxm that their employers 
have not only not listened to their problems and rejected their 
demands hut have also made fun of their sorry condition. It is at 
this point that the workers realize that they are wrong in attack^ 
ing the poor Knobsticks and that the masters who have caused all 
this wee should be taught a lesson. Thus they decide on taking 
the desperate action of murdering Harry Carson. 
It can be said that the cause of the industrial strife is 
the lack of understanding and confidence bet%ireen the masters 
dnd the mmi. The masters do not take the t^ orkers into their 
confid^ice thinking that as employers they have the right to 
dictate terms and to do ^ dliat they like and are not obliged to 
reveal the reasoiis for their actions to their employees. They 
nevctr sympathise with the pocur in their troubles and never invite 
from than suggesticms for the betterment of their conditions. The 
workers laho are always on the verge of starvation and death for 
lack of money, food, clothing and warmth, think that the masters 
are enjoying life and hence are envious of the well-clad and 
well-fed factory owners. They cannot think that the masters also 
suffer, becaxise they see them living a life of luxury in big 
palatial houses and throwing lavish parties, while they are 
starving or dying. 
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What Mrs. Haskell has trlei to aay through this novel Is that 
both the masters and the men have common Interests. She sayst 
Distrust each other as they may« the eniployers 
and the enqployei must rise and fall together. 
aut is clear from W^y Barton that though both the masters and the 
hands suffer when trade Is lean there Is absolutely no comparison 
between the sufferings of the two. 
As Arthur Pollard has said the main aim of ^a, Oaskell In 
viritlng this novel Is to show man's Inhumanity to man and the 
solution she offers is the Inculcation of the supreme need for 
2 
understanding and kindness in the tvio antagonistic classes. 
There %«ere t%«o divergent sets of reactions to the novel lAmn 
it was publlsheJ. On the one hand its description of the sorry 
conditions of the working people shocked the conscience of a very 
large number of her readers %rfM>se hearts went cmt to the poor 
working people and trtv> felt the heartlessness of the employers. 
Pollard says that !«:s. Qaskell was applauded for what she he^ 
shown in Marv Sarton. by progressive thinkers. The novel brought 
her congratulatory letters from Carlyle, Dickens, P.O. Haurice« 
Klngsley and the veteran Radical weaver-%fl:lter Samuel Bamford. 
It received favourable reviews in The Atheneaum, TJjaJlj^aSiiS 
SS2dm* yfftwff'fl Magaatoa and vf^ i<^p4nft^ qr » I Y 4 ^ . I ^ ^ as 
welcomed«in general, for its merits as a documentary.^ On the 
other hand, m«nbers of the ruling middle-class, including those 
1 Marv Barton, p. 221. 
2 Pollard, p. 49. 
3 Ibid., p. 59. 
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within the social circla of Nrs. 0«»kell, vho were already very 
nervous because of the powerful Chartist Hcsvernent and a number of 
revolutions on the continent, «fere most upset and indignant at 
the publication of the novel. They felt that Mrs. Oaskell had 
been unfair to them because she had highlighted only the 
sufferings of the workers and had forgotten the trials of the 
employers. Among its bitter critics was Willietfn Rathbcme Oreg« 
a fellow Unitarian« who objected! to the book's "excessive 
sympathy for the workers'*. 
The reactions of the working people are not available perhaps 
because they did not constitute the reading public of Mrs.Ciaskell. 
1 Pollard, p. 59. 
Ch^ter III 
NORTH ANO SOUTH 
Though both Marv aarton and North and South have induetrlal 
strife as their main thame#their points of focus are different. 
Vfhile in M^y Bartor^  the focus Is on the workers and their 
masters. In North and South the strife is looked at principally 
from the points of view of the Hales and their maidservant 
oiKcm, especialI/ from the point of view of Margaret Hale« the 
main character in the novel. It seems that the reaction which 
Mary Bartfoyi met with made t^s, Oaskell change her approach from 
one of obvious slant towards the sufferings of the factory 
employees and the indifference towards them on the part of their 
m<i8tei^ 8 to a lack of understanding and rapport between the two 
hostile classes as seen by the representatives of a neutral 
class. 
North and ^u^h was published in ieS4-55 serially in Household 
wof<^, a weekly periodical edited by Charles Qickens. As its 
title suggests« this novel is a study in the contrast betwe«i 
the inhabitants of the North and the South of Bngland as well as 
a depiction of relations between the men and the masters in an 
industrial town* Milton« which stands for Manchester. As has 
been pointed out in the Introduction« Npry^ ^d So^th has 
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autobiographical elements In It, Mrs. Qaskell had been brought 
up In her aunt's house In a small« quiets villacje o£ the south 
and had oome to Manchester at the age of twenty-two after her 
marrlaije witn Reverend Willi am Oaskell. Her reactions to the 
bustling life of Manchester with Its smoke* grime and miser/ 
must* in all probability have been those she ascribes to Margaret 
Hale,the main cnaracter In Morth and aputh. She has tried to 
e)4>lolt her owi knowledge of what It Is like to be brought up In 
a traditional and self-contained commmlty and then to be throim 
Into the midst of grime and squalor and Intense human suffering. 
Margaret Hale xandergoes a similar change of scene. 
Margaret Hale* the heroine of the novel* is the daughter of 
a clergyman* Mr. Hale* yiho belongs to the Church of England. He 
has his living at Helstone* a small hamlet in the south of England, 
She has been brought up in London as a conq^ anlon to her cousin 
Bdith* the daughter of her Aunt Shaw* an aristocratic lady who 
Is Mrs. Hale's sister, whem the novel opens* preparations are 
being made for the wedding of Bdith. After the wedding* Margaret 
leaves her aunt's house to go back to her o%tfn family at HelstcMne. 
Here she learns of her brother's participation in a mutiny <xi 
board of a ship* and of his exiled life on the Continent. 
Her household consists of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hale* 
she herself* and a maidservant Olxon who had been a ladles maid 
to Mrs. Hale before her marriage and had stayed with her after 
her wedding. Mr. and Mrs. Hale had married for love and Mrs. Hale 
lives Che simple life of a clergyman's %d.fe looking after the 
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poor and the needy parish people. She envies her sister %mo 
had married a man much older than hex: for money. While her 
sister« on her part« envies her because she had married for 
love. 
Mr. H«iry L«mox» the brother-in-law of Edith visits the 
Hal<M at Helstone and proposes to Margaret. She rejects his 
offer politely. 
One day her father calls her into his study and tells her 
that they have to leave Helstone as he is not sure whether he 
has any right to be a clergyman because he doubts the authority 
of the Church of England. He tells her that he has decided to 
go North, to an industrial town, named t4ilton-Northern, with 
the help of a friend, Mr. Sell, a Dcm at oxford, who is a 
native of Hilton, he plans to become a private tutor. 
aoth Margaret and Mrs. Hale feel sc^idalised at the id^ of 
living in a bustling, manufacturing town and having as 
neighbours, tradesmen and manufacturers, whom they look upon 
with oonten^t. Nevertheless the day comes when they have to 
leave Helstone, which they do with heavy hearts. They take up 
lodging in a neighbouring bath town. Hcore Mr. Hale 
and Margaret leave Mrs. Hale in the care of Oixc»i and go on to 
Milton to look for a house to rtsnt. 
The first impressions that the 3outh-bred Margaret gets of 
Milton from a distance before reaching it is not favourable. 
She sees dark clouds hanging over it. And as she enters the 
town she realises that the clouds are not of mist as she had 
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prevlousl/ suspected but are coming out of chliwieya attached 
to the factories. She finds the air smelling o£ smoke and the 
street overcrowded. 
The/ stay at a hotel and look for a house. They like one 
m Crcwipton and decide to r«rit It. Wh«i they return to the 
hotel they meet Thornton« a Hilton manufacturer and frlimd of 
Mr. Sell. Thoutjh Mr. Hale and Thornton have a lot to talk 
aioout* Margaret and Thornton do not talk to each other. He 
thinks she Is a proud glrl« while she describes him as a rough 
man and a perfect tradesman -- a class she Is greatly prejudiced 
against. 
The Hales eventually shift to Milton and slowly settle down, 
Mr. Hale Is Introduced to some of his pupils by Thornton Mho Is 
himself one of them. Thornton visits them and In the course of 
conversation he says that he Is proud of belonging to Milton 
and being a self made man for he had started as an assistant In 
a draper's shop and with the help and assistance of his mother« 
he has cmded up as a manufacturer. 
The Hales need a maldsexrvant to assist Plxon. So Margaret 
goes out to look for one. In the street she meets a careworn 
man and a girl who looks 111. She makes acquaintance with them 
and comes to know that they are Nicholas Hlgglns^ the workman 
and Ills daughter Bessy. She promises to visit them but as she 
Is busy she falls to do so. One day she meets Sessy who Invites 
her to her house. There« she meets Hlgglns who Is angry with 
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her for not ocming to s«e Bessy after pronlsing to do so. When 
Mergaret X» trying to soothe a tired Bessy by saying that Ood is 
b(Uiign and would help the needy, Hlgglns says that he does not 
want his daughter preatiied to. 
Thornton's mother resents h«r son's growing frlmidshlp with 
the Hales but in order to please him she makes a social call on 
them with her daughter Fanny. 
After they leave* Margaret goes out to visit 3assy« ndio 
narrates the story of her life, she tells Margaret that she 
was once healthy when her mother was alive and that after her 
mother'a death she had to work in the factory where she inhaled 
a lot of cotton fluff which had stuck in her Ixmgs and poisoned 
her. aessy also tells her that there are no safety devices in 
the factories to protect the %#orkers because it costs money to 
install them. 
Mrs. Hale# who used to oc«^lain of weakness even in the 
sunny South, keeps moaning and groaning and becomes almost an 
invalid in the frosty« cloudy and smc^y Klltc»i. Her husband 
and daughter are %forried about her health. 
Mr. Hale and Margaret return »C9, Thoenton's call who tells 
them that she is pround of her aan who started as a non-entity 
and has ended up as a manufacturer known all over Europe. She 
speaks vehmently against the «iorker8 who are threatening to go 
on strike. She says that they ask for higher wag<M« but actually 
want to own the factories and that this happens every six or seven 
years. 
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The a^ne eveningi Thornton visits the Hales and tells them 
that trade la lean and so the employeurs cannot raise wages as 
demanded by the workers. He adds that the workers believe 
that trade is flourishing and so they want to liave a share in the 
profit. He says that as masters they have the right to do what 
they want with their own money and are not obliged to assign 
reasons for not raising the wages. 
Or. Ocmaldson comes to see Mrs. Hale and confirms Margaret's 
suspicions that her mother is seriously ill and not feigning 
illness, site does not tell hex: father about her mother's serious 
oondition. 
Margaret goes to Higgins's house and there she learns a lot 
about the strike. Higgins tells her that the poor workers do 
not want to work on starvation wages. When the enqployers are 
profiting by trade^ the ttforkers want a fair share in the profit^ 
and as now the eR^loyers are going to pay them less wagcw they 
are not ready to work. He further adds that they are fighting 
for justice for others and not just for themselv^ by going on 
strike. 
The Thornton* also disoiss the strike. Thorntc^ says that 
the men are leaving work gradually, while the manufactuurers 
have some large orders in hand and they have to compete with 
their American counterparts wiio are in a position to produce the 
yarn at low prices and thus have the monopoly of the market. So 
in order to keep up trade the MiXton manufacturers have to 
produce their yarn at very low prices. Thornton is anti-union 
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and JLs against the wockars uniting and going on strikes. 
Mrs. T)x>rnton advises him to get hands from Ireland. Thornton 
sa/B that though it viould cost a lot of money he would do so. 
The Hales are invited to dinner by the Thorntons. Though 
Mrs. Hale is unahle to go because o£ poor health she is very 
excited at the idea of her daughter attending a dinner party. 
She keeps talking about what dress Margaret should wear on the 
occasion. Vfhen Bessy hears that Margaret is going to a dinner 
party thrown by the Thorntons she wants to see her dressed up. 
«<aiile she is with Bessy, Margaret hears Boucher, Whose wife is 
very ill, speaking bitterly to Hlggins about the sorry condition 
of his family. She does not like the idea of att«iding parties 
in the midst of such misery, but she has to go. She enjoys the 
dinner because she hears the men talking about the present 
conditions. She also comes to know that some work force from 
outside Milton has been summon€»d. 
When they return from the party they learn that i*te"s. Hale 
is very ill and the doctor says that a waterbed is needed 
which is available at Thorntcms. So Margaret goes to ask 
Mrs. Thornton to lend it. 
She starts from her home in the afternoon. (Mn the way 
she does not sense any unusual happening because she is absorbed 
in her own thoughts. But gradually she notices an excitement 
in the air «Mnong the men thronging the streets, fsa she is 
waiting to «Hiter the Viouse of the Thorntons she sees an angry 
mob of tforionen approaching it with roars of anger. When 
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Margfaret «nt«r6, Fanny t«Ils her that Thornton has Inqxjrtttd 
'hands' from Ireland and this has irritated the local workers 
who have threatened the Irish starvelingrs so much that they have 
to be giv«n sheltwt: in the mill so that the/ do not rvm away 
because ot fear. In a little vihile the angry mob reaches the 
gfates and starts shouting and battering the door. Thorntcxi 
stfises danger and asks the women present to go further inside 
the house; but Mrs. Thornton does not want to leave her son. 
She does not go in« neither does Margaret. Margaret asks 
Thornton about the welfare of the poor Irish workers who are in 
the mill. Thorntcm relies that the mob is after him for 
having brought the IrishmcHn to break the strike and not after 
them. The men break open the gate and come up to the house 
shouting. Than they turn towards the mill where the Irish are 
hidden. Margaret challenges Thornton to go down because the 
men are going to attacdc the poor helpless Irish laboxirers. 
ThomtcMi goes doim and as she looks out of a window^ She realises 
that he is in danger of being beaten up« She xushes do%m>8tairs 
and opens the door« faces the angry mob and addresses them. 
She says that they should not attack a single# helpless man and 
aokm than to go back without using any violence. She sees that 
the boys are ready to attack. So in order to protect Thornton, 
she puts her arms around him« thus shieldir^ i him with her body 
because she thinks that they would not attack him with her 
preecmt. But she is %«rong because the nob start throwing steles 
and one stone whistzes past her« grazing her forehead eund cheek. 
She faints. Then Thornton addresses the mob saying that they 
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were ruthless in trying to «ttack a defenceless man and when a 
woman comes and asks them to act reasonably they attache her. 
A voice comes £rom the mob saying that the stone was not 
meant £or the vfoman but for Thorntcmi but because he was 
shielded by her« it could not reach its target. Thomtcm then 
Lays hec on the st^>8 and addresses the mob saying that they 
could now beat him to death because no women was shiitlding him« 
but he would not resile from his former decision. 9ut by this 
time the mob has started retreating. Thornton carries the 
unconscious Margaret into the house and lays her on the sofa 
and speaKs of his love for her. His mother comes in and tells 
him to go and soothe the frightened lrishm«m. She first bathes 
Margaret's wound and then goes for the doctor. Before leaving 
she asks Fanny to stay with Margaret. One of the maidservants 
tells Fanny that she ha@ seen Margaret put her arms around 
Thornton before all the m«ff). When Mrs. Thornton returns %d.th 
the doctor she finds that Margaret has regained ccmsciousness. 
&h9 pleads to be sent home as she is well and does not want hnr 
par^its to be %rorriei about her. vttum Thornt<»i returns after 
re^assuring the Irishmen of their safety he sees that Margaret 
has gone away. He says to his mother that Margaret has done a 
lot for him by coming down in time to protect him. His mother 
replies that a girl in love would do a good deal more. 
When Margaret remembers the scene she despises herself for 
rushing down like a romantic fool to help Thornton and being 
taken to be in love with him. She tells herself that she 
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would do so for anyone aXse in such a situation ««hat she has 
done for Thomtcm. 
The n<»ct day Thornton visits the Hal^ and asks for Margaret. 
Mh<m she comes into the room he apologises to her for being 
ungrateful the day before and takes hec hand and confesses his 
love for her. she is angered by it and says that what she had 
dcMie was just because of a %«omanly instinct and not for any love 
for him. At the end of this ccunversation Thornton says that it 
sesms she feels tainteJ at the idea of being loved by him taut 
she cannot avoid it because he cannot stop loving her as he does. 
After he leaves # Margaret feels some rcsmorse at causing 
grief to him/ but she makes it alright by telling herself that 
she had never liked him and that it was his fault to have started 
loving her. A little while later she goes to see Bessy. There 
she comes to know that it is Boucher who is suspected to have 
thrown the stone «Hiich had hit her. Though she knows it is not 
so she does not say anything. 
When she returns« her mother talks to her about Fredericdc 
and tells her that she wants to see hiim once before she dias. 
Margaret promises to write to him and says that he is sure to 
come directly. Her mother goads her to %irite to him at once and 
mail the letter. 
Margaret learns from Oixon that aessy is dead and before 
she died she had said that she wanted to be buried in something 
of Margaret's. So Mary, her younger sister« has come for the 
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ptiTpose. Margaret goes down to meet Mary who asks her to come 
and see Bessy before she is burled. Margaret promises to come. 
She goes there and looks at the de«id Sessy. Hlgglns who had 
been away the whole day returns and Is shocked to hear that his 
Bessy Is dead. When he sees Margaret thc»:e he asks her whether 
she Is certain that Bessy Is dead. Vfhen Margaret answers In 
the affirmative he starts crying. Them as he Is ready to leave 
for a public house* Margaret takes him near the dead Bessy and 
says that her last wish was that her father should stop drinking. 
Th«i she takes him to her home for tea with her father. Initially 
Mt. Hale Is taken aback at the Idea of having tea with a drunken 
weaver, but ultimately agrees to do so. Margaret leaves them 
together, Wh«n she returns to the study she Is a little surprised 
to see Hlgglns and her father In earnest ccviversatlcMi. She also 
Joins In and they discuss the strike and the causes of Its 
failure, since It had been withdrawn following the riot. The 
The visit ends with a prayer In which all three Join. 
One day Mrs. Hale tells Margaret that she has started liking 
Thornton and wonders why his mother does not visit them even 
after knowing that she Is 111. while they are thus talking 
Thornton comes In with Mr. Hale and she expresses her wish to 
see Mrs. Thornton as soon as possible. 
The next morning Mrs. Thornton comes to see Mrs. Hale who 
asks her to befrlmid her daughter who would be left friendless 
If anything happened to her. Mrs.ThorntcHn replies that she cannot 
be a tender friend but would be happy to be of any. use If v-. 
' 'il X 
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Margaret cornea to her In case of trouble. 
Eventuall/ the da/ for Frecierick's arrival comes. They 
have prepared everything* Martha, the maid has been sent home 
and Mary Hlgglns comes to help Olxcm. yUn&rx the bell rings 
Margaret goes to see %riK> has come* 6he opens the door to find 
a tall man standing. She recognises him as her brother Prederldc, 
The first question he asks her Is about the ccmdltlon of his 
mothwc. She Is not well# so they do not Inform her of his arrival 
that day. Whwi the mother and son meet Mrs. Hale sits holding 
her son's hand and just looking at him. She dies socm after« 
leaving the f^nlly grief stricken. One day Dixon tells the 
family that It Is unsafe for Frederick to remain In Milton for 
long because she had met Leonards, vino they had known In 
Helstc«ie. He was for some time In the same ship as Frederick, 
and Is sure to recognize him as he had recognised her and had 
Inquired after Frederick and had asked h&c If she would help 
him to trap Frederick and share the handsome reward that had 
becKi announccKl for his arrest. So It Is decided that Freierlck 
should leave before his mother's funeral. He wants his father 
and sister to accompany him to the continent, but ftr. Hale Is 
not ready to leave the place where his wife Is to be burled. 
Margaret accompanies Frederick to the Out%«ood station from 
%^ere he Is to leave for U»ndon. When they reach the station 
they find that the booklmj office Is not open. So they roam 
abcHit, talking. Thorntcm passes them on horseback and Margaret 
acknowledges his greetings. When they walk up the platform 
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she sees some /oung mem loitering about. She feels that she 
knows one of them. Suddmil/ a drxuiken man comes forward and 
seises Frederick by the collar and asks him if his name is Hale. 
A fight ensuas. In a little while the stranger falls down from 
the platform on to the railroad track. lust then the train 
arrives and Frederick rushes and enters a carriage, but in the 
meantime Margaret learns from him that it was Leonards who had 
attacked him. After the train goes away Margaret is afraid to 
walk back home because if Leonards sees her he may recognise 
her as Frederick's companion. So she decides to take the train 
back to Crompton. On the way to the booking office she hears 
one of the railway officials saying that Leonards had come to 
him and asked for some money to go to Lond<m but because he was 
dr\mk« he had not loaned him any. She is relieved to know that 
Leonards has not gone in pursuit of her brother. She takes that 
train and goes ba^ home. She does not tell her father or mxon 
about the ineidwit. 
The day of the funeral arrives and the grief stricken 
Mr. Hale and Margaret attend it alcmg with Oixon, Thornton and 
Higgins. 
One day a police inspector comes and asks for Margaret. 
The officer tells her that a man who had a fall after a fight 
at the static^ had died at the infirmary to which he had been 
carried. Though he had some inner ailment also, the fall was 
the immediate cause of his death. The inspector adds that 
witnesses have said that it: was because of the impertinance 
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he had ahovn to a young lady waliclng up the platform that the 
man acoompanyin(i her had Knocked him down. He says that there 
is reascMTi to believe that Margaret was the young lady concern© J. 
She denies being at the station that evening. The information 
that the inspector had received was vague;so he is not entirely 
convinced that it was Margaret who was present at the station. 
Throughout this interview she maintains a calm and haughty 
attitude but as soon as the inspector leaves her she faints. 
When she regains ccmsciousness the two facts which come to her 
mind are that Frederick had been in the danger of being pursue^ i 
and detected and that she had lied to the inspector to protect 
him. 
The inspector stops Thornton when he meets him cm the way 
and tells him that the death of the man at the infirmary was 
connected witii M<»rgaret who is supposed to have been walking 
that s^ne ev^iing with the gentleman who had struck Leonards. 
He adds that she is denying being there. ThorntCHi asks the 
officer the day of the incident. He is surprised to know that 
it was the same evening on which he had seen her with a young 
man and wonders why she is denying being there. So he asks the 
inspector to meet him after an hour. He feels that Margaret must 
have done something vdiich is too shameful to be revealed. So he 
decides to protect her and does not want her to be disgraced in 
public. He leaves a note for the inspector in his capacity as 
a magistrate saying that the medical evidence is not sufficient 
and that the officer should go no further with the case as he 
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Boucher's wife. When she reaches the house she finds Mrs. 
aoucher unwell. She asks her for how long Soucher has been 
away from home. Mrs.Boucher replies that he has not been home 
for the IdSt four days. Margaret tells her of her husband's 
death. Mrs. aoucher faints and the children start crying. The 
dead ix>dy is brought home, vihen Mrs. Boucher comes to«she 
asks for Yi&c baby ^itxi is brought to her. She rocks him and 
cries. The next day vHien the Hales again visit her they come to 
know that she has taken the poor children to see their dead, 
disfigured father in order to gain their sympathies, and this 
has frighteneJ them. 
That night Higgins visits the Hales and tells them that 
he has be^i trying to find work in order to support 3oucher's 
family. He adds that he is ready to go down South in search of 
%#ork if he does not get it in the North. Then Margaret suggests 
to him to go and ask Thornton for work. She feels he is sure to 
give him a Job. When Mr. Hale offers to write a note to 
Thornton, Higgins says that he would rather go on his own to 
meet Thornton them take anybody's recommendaticMi. 
Mrs. Thornton tells her son that their cook Betsy, who is 
the fiance of the dead Leonards,has informed her that Margaret 
was accompanying the young man who had struck him. She says 
that the young man must have been Margaret's lover and e}q>resses 
her wish to visit her and advise her as she had promised 
Mrs. Hale to do. 
She pays a call on Margaret and tells her that she had 
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promised her mother that she would not let her act wrongly. She 
adds that she has heard from h^r servants that Margaret has 
iseen seen walklnsj %ilth a gentleman late in the evening £uid that 
she considers it indiscreet. Margaret takes this as an insult 
and starts crying. She says to Mrs. Thornton that she cannot 
give any esqplanation* and that even though she has done some 
wrong it is not the Kind of thing that Mrs. Thorntari has in 
mind. Margaret realizes that the old lady and her son believe 
that Frederick is her lover. She feels that she has fallen in 
the esteem of the Thorntons and regeets the contemptuous tcHie 
that she adopted when speaking to Thomtcxi when he had proposed 
to her. 
>iiggins approaches Thorntcan with his request for employment 
at the wrc^ ng time because Thorntcn is looking over the damage 
done by the strike and is therefore not in a good mood. He sa/s 
to Higgins that he should not come asking for work because he 
belcmgs to the union. Higgins replies that he has to support a 
widow and the childr<^ of a man 1^0 has committed suicide 
because he had been driven mad by the Irishm«i vihcm Thornton 
had brought over. Thornton tells him that he would not give him 
work. Than Higgins tells him that he has not come on his own 
but at the bidding of a lady. Thornton asks him to tell the 
lady to mind her otm business, when Higgins goes away Thornton 
asks the gatc^e^er of the mill as to how long Higgins had been 
waiting to meet him and is surprised to know that he had been at 
the gate for atx>ut five hours to meet him. 
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The same evwtlng Margaret visits Mrs. Boucher and finds 
that the widow is sarlously ill and Higgins has gone to call the 
doctor. She waits for him for she wants to know %fhether or not 
he had asked Thornt<xt for %fork. On his return Higgins tells 
her that Thornton tiad refused to give him any %*ork and when 
she asks him «mether he had said that she had sent him« Higgins 
tells her of what had transpired between him and Thom<ton. She 
says that she is disappointed in Thornton and is sorry to have 
asked Higgins to go to his house, lust at that moment Thornton 
comes to Higgins*s house and overhears what she is saying. He 
has come over because he wants to find out if the statement of 
Higgina is true. He says to Higgins that he should have told 
him that the lady about w^om he was talking was Margaret. Then 
he offers Higgina work at his mill for he is pleased to find that 
Higgins is willing to work in order to suf^ port the family of a 
dead worker with whom he had not been on good terms. 
Some days later Mrs. Voucher dies and Higgins takes her 
children to his o%m hotise and Margaret assists him in looking 
after them. 
Mr. iell« the friend of Mr. Hale visits them in their Milton 
house and one day Thornton comes to have tea with them. That 
night Mr. Sell asks Margaret's father whether he has realised 
that Thornton and Margaret are attracted towards each other. 
Mr. Hale replies that Margaret does not wen like Thornton and 
if there is anything it must be cxi Thornton's side only. 
Some days afterwards Mr. Hale asks Margaret if Thornton had 
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ever proposed to her. She anew«r« In the affirmative and says 
that she had refused him. He then sa/s that Mr. Bell thought 
that she cared for Thornton, 
*^, 3ell invites Mr. Hale to Oxford. He goes and dies th«:e. 
When Mr.Bell is coming to Hilton ^ to tell Margaret of her 
father's death he meets Thornton on the way. Margaret takes 
the death of her father to heart -and does not speak a word. 
Mr. Bell does not want to leave Margaret in this ccxidition. So 
he writes to her aunt^ Mrs. Shaw. She goes to Milton to bring 
Margaret back to London with h«r. 
Before leaving Milton Margaret receives a letter from 
Mr. Bell telling her that he would look after her affairs and 
consider her his ovm daughter, now that her father is dead. 
The day before leaving« Margaret expresses her wish to 
visit her friends. Her aunt does not let her go alone and 
accompanies her. Margaret first calls on Higgins only to find 
that he is out. Before leaving she asks Mary to send Higgins 
to her. Then they go to meet Mrs ^Thornton. Margaret tells 
her that she is going to stay with her aunt in Ijondon. That 
evening i^iggins comes to see Margaret and tells her that he 
had tried to come many tim^ but the other ladies present did 
not let him meet her. She gives him her father's Bible and 
some money for the children of Boucher. Then they say good bye 
to each otner. 
Whan Margaret reaches London her life resumes the tenor of 
her previous life at her aunt*s house. She keeps receiving news 
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of MlltcHi from lUxon. One day Mr. aoli visits her and while they 
are talking H&nty Lennox corner In. I*ennox and Margaret had not 
met after that evening at Helstone when he had proposed to her. 
From their conversation Mr. 3ell cornea to know that Frederick had 
been In England at the time of his mother's death, 
Mr. Bell and Margaret visit the old parish of Helstone. There 
she tells Mr. 3ell of what had happened in Milton after her 
mother's death «ind how Thornton had seen her with Frederick and 
had come to iaelieve that he was her lover, and that she feels that 
she has fallen in his esteem. She asks Mr. Bell to tell Thornton 
all about Frederick. 
Dixon comes to London and assumes the post of Margaret's 
maid. She gives her all the news of Milton. Margaret keeps up 
a correspondence with Mr. Bell. One day she receives a letter 
from f'ir. Cell's servant telling her that he is very ill and 
may die soon. So Margaret goes to Oxford only to find that 
Mr. Bell is dead. A week after his death she receives his 
lawyer's letter Informing her that she is the heiress of 
Mr. Bell's property. 
Trade is lean in Milton. Thornton is hard pressed as he had 
extended his iauslness and changed the machinery cmly two years 
back which had coat him a lot. Bad trade and a falling market 
have brought down the value of his stock to half. Now no orders 
are coming. As he had not been able to fulfil the previous 
order at the time of the strike, he had lost a lot of money and 
was forced to take loans. 
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One day Hlgylns asks Thornton for the nswa of Margaret. 
He replies that she Is now his landlord and is well and among 
£rl€»ids. Then Hlggins asks him 1£ the young man Is cleared. 
When Thornton asks him which young man he Is referring to, he 
mentions the brother of Margaret who was present at the time of 
his mother's death. Thornton Is relieved to know that It was 
her iarother he had seen her %ilth. 
One day Edith tells Margaret that Lennox has asked her If 
he could hring Thornton to the dinner she Is giving. She also 
Informs Margaret that Thornton has had a set back In business 
and Is badly off. When Lennox comes Margaret asks him about 
Thornton. He tells her that Thozmtcm wants to sublet the 
Marlborough Mills and the house as he Is not able to afford It 
any more. At this party Margaret and Thornton meet after 
about a yecor. She ovcorhears him telling a gontlsman that as 
now he cannot remain a master any more he Is locking for 
employment In Milton. Before Lennox leaves, Margaret sa:^ to 
him that she wants to discuss something with hire and so he should 
come again the next day. vQien he comes they discuss Thornton's 
affairs and before leaving he tells her that the next morning 
he would bring Thornton with him. But he does not appear at 
the appointed time. Margaret tells Thornton of her plans. She 
says that 1£ he %#ould take some of her money lying unxised In the 
bank It would do both of them good by helping Thorntcm and 
bringing a good amount of Interest to her. In reply Thornton 
calls out her name and she comes to him. They realize that 
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they love each other so much that they cannot live apart and 
thus the story ends with Thornton and Margaret deciding to 
marry. 
AS has been pclnted out at the beginning of this chapt<ur, 
the point ot focus In this novel Is different from that of 
Mary aarton. It does not have a worker as Its central character 
but an aristocratic family, the Hales, and their dai^hter« 
Margaret, aefore coming to live In Mllton-JMorthern they have 
a contemptuous attitude towards manufacturers and tradesmen In 
gwieral. Margaret Is the central character, and she has been 
living with an aristocratic tasalXy In London. Her mother wants 
her to be friendly with her n€d.ghbours who are manufacturers 
but Margaret says: 
I don't like shoppy people... Z call mine a v«ry 
comprehensive taste; I like all people whose 
occupations have to do with Xandj I like soldiers 
and sailors, and the three leamei fxcotmaaiona,,, 
I'm sure you don't want me to acbnlre butchers and 
bakers and candlestlck-mak«:s, do you mamma? 
VQien her mother says that they are respectable coach builders 
and not bakers and butchers she replies, 'K^ oach-bulldlng Is a 
2 
trade all the same." 
When her father tells her of his plan to leave Helstcme 
where he has his living and go and settle In Mllton«^orthern, 
she Is surprised and sayst 
I North and South, p. IS. Citations from the novels are based on 
th<? Everyman's Edition, 1963. 
2. Ibid. 
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HiIton>North«rn: The manufacturing to%m In 
Dark8hlr«7 . . . Mhjr there Papa7^ 
However* she agrees to go as i t must be done. As David Cecil 
sayst 
We learn in detail how this decisicMi (having 
doubts and leaving Helstone) affected the lives 
of his wife and daughteri but what the doubts 
were and vrtiat there was about Mr. Hale's mind 
«fhieh made them so insoluble* Mrs. Oaskell does 
2 
not i|ive us an idea. 
When Mr. Hale tells her that he %rould become a private 
tutor there* she asks in a surprised* scornful tonei 
^at in the world do manufacturers want with the 
classics* or literature* or the accomplishments 
3 
of a gentleman? 
When Mrs. Hale learns of her husband's plan to settle in a 
manufacturing town* she is astounded and ccmplains that the air 
in Milton would not be good for her. She sayst 
You can't think the smoky air of the manufacturing 
town* all chin«eys and dirt like Milton-Northern* 
would be better than this air... Fancy living in the 
middle of factories* and factory people. 
1 Worth and South, p. 32 
2 aavid Cecil* Sfrl,y VAsglJQgJLftn WovyU«l<if (Uidhiana* 1972)* 
p. 156. 
3 Worth and South, p. 34 
4 Ibid.* p. 41 
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Mr. Hale and hUe daughter leave their ch«u:lshed Helstone 
and go up North, leaving Mra. Hale In the charge of Dlxwi, In 
a neighbouring iaath town« Heeton« and proceed to Milton to 
search for a house to rent. The first impresalons that both 
Margaret and her father get of the industrial town« Milton-
Northern, are not favourable for they have Just left the quiet, 
sunny southern village to cone to this smoky, bustling townt 
For several miles before they reached Milton, they 
saw a deep lead-coloured cloud hanging over the 
horizon in the directloi in which it lay... Nearer 
to the town, the air had a faint taste and smell of 
WAoke... They iriiirled over long, straight, hopeless 
streets of regularly-built houses, all small and 
of brick. Here and there a great oblong many-
windowed factory stood up, like a hen among her 
chickens, puffing out black 'unparliamentary* 
smoke, and sufficiently accounting for the cloud 
wfilch Margaret had taken to foretell rain... As 
they drove through the larger and %<ider streets, 
from the station to the hotel, they had to stop 
constantly; great loaded lorries blodked up the 
not over-wide thoroughfare... every van, every 
wagon and truc^, bore cotton, either in the raw 
shape in bags, or the woven shape in bales of 
calico. People thronged the footpaths, most of 
them well-dressed as regarded the material, but 
with a slovenly looseness. 
The first meeting between Thornton and Margaret does not 
go off well. He does not feel comfortable in her presence 
I ^qc%h afi<^  Soi^ tH, p. 56 
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because she is the kind o£ young lad/ he Is not In the habit of 
meeting. Though he Is uscKi to exerting his authority/ he Is 
awed by her simple but dignified dress and countenance and 
haughty though polite manner. The Impression he makes on her 
Is clear from what she tells her mother about him when she 
returns to Heston. She describes him to her In the following 
tfordsi 
Altogether a man who seems made for his niche ... 
sagacious« and strong as becomes a great 
tradesman. 
This shows that Margaret and Thorton do not take to each other 
at their first meeting. While he looks up<»i her almost as a 
lady from a world other than his own, she consldera him nothing 
more ttian the prototype of a successful tradesman. 
When she sees crowds in the streets going to or returning 
from «#ork« she has a taste of their rough and uncouth manners. 
While she 1» not at all offended by the frank remarks of wonder 
and admiration on the part of working class girls, she is often 
irritated by *rhat she considers lmp«rtln«nt though well meaning 
remarks of young men. Once in a while their wcnrds amuse her in 
retrospect. It is during one of h^r outings that a middle-
aged care worn wortanan sees her smile at some pleasant thought. 
This elicits a remark from the old man to the effcHSt that it is 
natural for a lady with her locdcs to smile. This remark of 
his is the beginning of an acquaintance %rtilch plays an Important 
role in the shaping of her thewghts and feelings in regard to 
1 Worth and South, p. 56 
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the iforklng people. 
Margaret becomes friendly with the daughter of this vork 
man, whose name Is Bess/ and v^o Is suffering from tuberculosis. 
She oft«i calls on them, and hears about the living and working 
conditions of the poor %forkers from Bessy. She tells Margaret 
of the happy life she led before her mother's death, and then 
she tells her of the change that took place in her lifet 
I began to %#ork in a carding-room soon after, 
and the fluff got into my lungs and poisoned 
me. 
Bessy says that tuberculosis is a common disease among the hands 
working in the carding room where cotton fluff that looks like 
'fine white dust', is all the time hanging in the air and enters 
2 
their lungs through their nostrils. She tells Margaret that a 
possible measure to {%^ event the spread of this disease among 
the workers in the cardlng-room is the Installation of a great 
wheel at one end of the room; but this measure is not taken 
because it means additicmal expense to the factory o%iiner without 
adding to his profit. This shows the Indifference of the 
masters towards the welfare of their employees. Bessy also 
tells Margaret that in certain factories vrtiere t^ ils preventive 
device is installed workers are against it since they say they 
feel hungry if they are deprived of the cotton fluff and so 
they demand higher wages for working in establishments where 
this kind of wheel is installed. 
1 North and Soyth. p. 96. 
2 Itald. 
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There is a threat of an impending strike by workmen. The/ 
come to know that the employers have received large orders and 
they have an impression that the masters would earn high 
profits from these orders. So the viorkmoi think they are 
wttitlect to higher wages. But %Aiat they do not know is that 
their mast€H:s have to fulfil their orders at competitive prices 
and so they are forced to economise and the lowering of the wag(» 
is one of the measures of economy which the employers have been 
compelled to adopt. It is in such a situation that the workers 
threaten to go on strike fc«- higher wages, when the Hales and 
the Thorntons meet, 4^rs.Thornton express<» her anger at this step 
on the part of the operatives and alleges that it is not higher 
wages but the ownership of the factories which is the ultimate 
aim of the viorkers. She recounts the hardships her son had to 
undergo to become a master and feels that those who wish to 
deprive him of what he has gained are most unjust and ungrateful. 
Thornton explains the situation to the Hales why higher wages 
cannot be paid but says that he and his fellow factory owners 
are not obliged to take the workers into their confidence. 
Margaret says that she is surprised to seet 
two classes dependent on each other in every 
possible way# yet each evidently regarding the 
interests of the other as oppc«ed to their own; 
I never lived in a place before where there were 
two sets of people always running each other 
dODfn. 
1 North and South, p. 113 
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Mr. Hale remarkst 
I am ver/ much struck by the antagonism between 
the employer and the employed. 
ythtm Margaret goes to meet Bessy she finds Hlgglns at hnme. 
She questions him about the impending strike. He tells her that 
some of the masters have not increased the wages of the poor 
workers for the last two years and have been profiting from 
the hard work they are burdened withy but now the employers 
want to pay them even lesso: wages than what is being given 
to them. 
When the strike starts Margaret goes to visit Bessy who 
tells here that many workers including her father, have struck 
work, ciiving the reasons for the strike she says that the 
%«orkers think that trade has been good and that the «nployers 
have been making huge profits/ but instead o£ increasing the 
wages they have actually reduced them. She adds that the 
workers wiah to have a share in the profits the o%«ners are making« 
especially in view of the rising prices of food. 
Once when she visits Higgins she finds him in earnest 
argument with i^ ioucher, a neighbour of his who has an ailing 
wife and eight young children, not old enough to work. Boucher 
complains that iliggins's expectation of "the masters coming 
a-begging to us to take back our work« at our own wage," has 
not been realized and if his sick wife dl,es he would fling the 
1 Horth and South, p. 114 
2 Xbid.« p. 148. 
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five per cent rise they are demanding In the master's face. 
i>eecrlbin.j the wretched condition of his starving wife and 
chlldr^i he sayst 
"Hoo's Juet sinking away —• not for want o* meat 
hersel' —> but because hoo cannot stand th' sight 
o' the little ones clemnlng... and there's our 
llie Jack lying a>bed« too weak to cry, but just 
every now and then sobbing up his heart for 
want o* food." 
He says that for Hlgglns with only three mouths to feed strike 
causes no hardships. He adds that he hates Hlgglns and "th* 
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whole pack o' th* Union", who he blames for the sorry plight of 
his family. Hlgglns offers to share his money with Boucher to 
buy food for his starving children and asks his nelghbouir not 
to feel disheartened and "go^the th' tyrants a-seeklng work", 
but to wait patiently for another week and assures Boucher that 
by the end of the t«e^ the employers would be begging them to 
return to wock, 
Hr. Hale and Margaret attend a dinner party at the Thorntons 
where Margaret overhears the men talking about employing Irish 
labourers for they want to fulfil the order In hand %dLthln the 
stipulated time. 
As her mother Is not well and neeis a water-bed, Margaret 
goes again to Thornton's house to ask for It. On the way she 
notices a mob of %#orkm^ i with tense and angry looks gathering 
^ north and South, p. 146. 
2 Xbld. 
3 Ibid., p. 149. 
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In the streets leading to the Thornton's mills. 
"They did not appear to be moving on, so much 
as talking* and listening« and lauzzlng with 
exolt«nent... there was a restless, oppressive 
s«ise of Irritation alaroad «nong the people. 
Prom every narrow lane opening out on Marlborough 
Street came up a low dlstjunt roar, as of myriads 
ot fierce indignant voices." 
When she reaches Thornton's house Fanny tells her that her 
brother has recruited a numtx^ r of Irish %#orkraen vAio have h@mi 
given shelter vd.thln the mill to protect them from the wrath 
of the %*orkmffla on strike. While she is still there, the mob 
she had seen in the streets reaches the gate and breaks it open. 
They intend to attack the Irish workers. So they go to the 
mill door. Thornton goes and confronts them at Margaret's 
insistence. When she realises that the mob is about to attack 
him she goes out and shields Thornton. The workers thurow 
stones one of which hits h«: and she faints. When she wwit 
down she was under the impression that her sex would make the 
workmen hold their hands but she had faileU to gawje the intensit/ 
of Uie anger with which they had tie&n fired, blinding them to her 
sex. When Thornton asks tl^ie mob to be ashamed of themselves 
for attacking a woman someone in the crowd shoutst '^h' stone 
2 
were meant for thee; but thou wert 8heltfi»red behind a woman." 
As Patricia Beer in her book Reader I Married Him, says the 
1 North and South, p. 165 
2 Ibid., p. 173. 
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central Incidwit in Worth and South is the riot whore Margaret 
ti»rc»i« herself in front of Thornton in order to protect him. 
She sa/s that Margaret's heroism has many ambigitities. Pirstl/ 
it is the product of a guilty ccwisciencet it is her bossy^ 
bullying speech to Thcnrntcm to the effect that it is his manly 
duty to go dovm to speak to the riot«rs« that puts him in 
danger. Seccmdly« f^ argaret deliberately eiQ^ loits her sex: her 
bravery is founded on the belief that the mob i«ill not hurt a 
woman. As she tells Thornton lateri 
^e all feel the sanctity of our sex as a high 
priviledge when \m see danger. 
She addsI 
that any womam, worthy of the name of %ioman« 
wcAjild come forward to shield* with her reverences 
helplessness, a man in danger from the violence 
2 
Of numbers. 
And thirdly, Margaret declares she would have done as much for 
anyone else. 3ut ev^i the stupid sister of Thornton, Fanny, 
is able to see through it. Thornton liimself thinks otherwise 
and goes to the exttwit of proposing to her though she rejects 
his suit. And though she rebuffs him at that time he is proved 
right later when she comes to his rescue again,this time 
3 
financially, and she accepts him. 
Bessy tells Hargaret that her father is ashamed of the 
1- North and South, p. 187. 
2 I b i d . , p . 188. 
3 P. aeer. Reader I Married Him (Itondan, 1980), p . 166, 
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ccaiditct o£ the rioters and suspects Sa«K;her as the pe»:son yAm 
had starteci the throwing o£ stones. She also tells Margaret 
that HJLggins gave Boucher a piece of his mind for this supposed 
riotous behaviour and said to hira that he £elt like telling the 
police that he (Boucher) was the ring leader of the rioters. 
a«s8y a^ds that Boucher became angry at the accusation and the 
threat of being reported to the police and struck Higgins on 
the face. This made Higgins decide not to inform the police 
because ncm they had a personal quarrel vihich could be settled 
between them not through the agency of the law but through 
a fight %i^ en Boucher was in good health and not weakened due to 
starvaticxi. This shows how noble hearted Higgins is. 
c 
When Bessy dies he is grief striken. Margaret invites him 
to have tea with her father. They discuss the causcMS of the 
failure of the strike. Higgins says that the calculati(»is of 
the workers were based on false premises. He speaks contan-
ptuously of the Irishm^it 
who had allo%ped themselves to be imported ^ rid 
brought over to take their places, 
and is jtfkgry with the Milton workmeni 
\tho had defied and disobeyed the commands of t^ 
Union to keep the peace* li^ iatevm: cem^t «^o had 
originated discc»rd in the camp* and spread the 
panic of the law being arrayei against them.'' 
1 WcMCth and South, p. 220 
2 Zbid. 
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He says that the factor/ door would open wide to let in all 
who'll be'axing for work'» but he won't be getting work.as 
he is a member of the Trade Unions 
Hamper'II let me %iork at his mill, when he cuts 
ott his right hand - not before, and not after... 
Th* overlooker tolled him (Hamper) I were stirring 
2 
up th' men to ask for higher wages. 
Justifying the existence of the Union he says angrily* 
It th' masters as has made us sin, if th' union 
is a sin. Not this generation may be, but their 
fathers. Their fathers groxmd our fathers to the 
very dust; ground us to powder!... In those 
days of sore oiq;>ressi<Mi th' imicxis began; it 
were a necessity. 
He also says that only ^en they are united can the workers have 
an upp>er hand in their dealings with their masters. 
One day when the Hales visit Higgins, he tells them that 
he has no Job because he has not asked for it. He addst 
The masters are making their men pledge 'emselves 
they'll not give a penny to help th' Union or 
4 
keep turn-outs fro'clemming. 
He t e l l s them that Boucher had gcme t o Hamper's and begged for 
work and taken the pledge prescribed by the owners. Just th« i 
the dead body of Boucher i s brcHjght i n . He has committed s u i c i d e 
1 North and South^ p. 220 
2 I b i d . , pp. 220-21 
3 I b i d . , p . 224 
4 I b i d . , p . 282 
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by drcMnlng himself in a brook. 
Some days later Hlggins visits the Hales. He tells them 
that he had ixten going around that day locking £or vfork in order 
to support the family of the dead Boucher because he feels 
responsible for his death, for Instead of guiding him, he had 
"set him off o* th* road," This shows what a noble soul he 
has« for he is re^ uSy to compromise his £»:lnclples, dignity and 
self-respect and beg for work for the family of one with whom 
he was not on friendly teras at the time of his death. Margaret 
asks him to go to Thornton for work, when Mr. Hale offers to 
Intercede on his b^alf# Hlggins declines the offer and makes the 
following observaticm which reflects his thoughts regarding the 
relationship between the masters and the mem 
I*d as lief stand on my own bottom. I dunnot 
stomach the notion of having favour curried for 
me« by cxne as doesn't kno%f8 the ins and outs of 
the quarrel. Meddling 'twlxt master and man is 
llker meddling 'twlxt husband and wife than auQht 
else. 
When Hlggins leaves, Hr. Hale expresses his annoyance to Margaret 
3 
by saying "How prouil that man is" for rejecting his kind and 
well meant offe»:. But Margaret sayst 
aut what grand makings of a man there are in him, 
pride and all. 
1 North ar^ d South, p. 295 
2 Ibid., p. 298 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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Mr. Hale sa/s thatt 
Hi logins seems to respect the part in Mr. 
Thornton's character which is like his own. 
Margaret replies that she feelst 
2 
There is granite in all these northern people. 
This remark o£ her's reminds one of the epigraph of Chapter 1I« 
wi4.ch seems to be the description of Thorntons 
There's iron, they say, in all our blood, 
And a grain or two perhaps is goodi 
But his, he makes me harshly feel, 
3 
Has ^^ ot a little too much of steel. 
Hijgins goes to Thornton's mill and waits for him for a 
long time before he is able to meet him. He asks Thornton to 
give him %«ork. Thcumtcm says that it is clearly impudent on 
Hi^gins's part to come and ask for work. The manner in which he 
says this annoys Higgins more than the words he has used. He 
points out to Thomtcxi his own impudence in not answering a 
civic question in the affirmative or the negative and repeats 
the request, adding that his former employer (Hamper) can bear 
out that he is a good worker. Thornton refuses to agree to 
check his character with Hamper and asks Higgins to go back to 
his former employer and ask for work. He adds that he has 
dismissedt 
1 North and ^ outh, p. 296 
2 Ibid, 
3 Ibid., p. 80 
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a hiukdred o£ my best hands« for no other fault 
tiian following you, and such as you; and d'ye 
think I'll take you on? I might as well put a 
firebrand into the midst of the cotton waste". n 1 
Klggins is discouraged and turns away but he recollects Boucher 
and offers the greatest concessior) he can persuade himself to 
maKet 
I'd promise yo'« measter« I*d not speak a word 
2 
as could do harm, 
When Higgins talks of his great skill as a worker Thornton 
retorts that he thinks a little too highly of himself and adds 
a 
in d sarq^tic mannert 
Hamper has had a loss of you. How come he let 
you and your wisdom go? 
To this Higgins replies that they had parted with mutual dis-
satisfaction since he refxised to give the pledge his employers 
«rere asking and they were not prepared to re-employ him at any 
price and so he is free to take up another Job. He repeats that 
he is a good hand «nd a steady man« "specially when I can keep 
4 
fro' drink. Thornton says that perhaps he wants to get a job 
to have more mcMiey laid up for another strike. To this Higgins 
replies that he wishes to take up a Job not for himself but to 
support a widow and children of a worker who in his wordst 
1 ^PK%^ m^ ^^\^* p. 309 
2 Ibid., p. 310 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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va6 drove raad by thorn knobsticks o' /ourn; 
put out o£ his place by a Paddy that didna 
know weft £ro* warp. 
Thornton advises Hlgglns to do something else and leave Milton 
1£ he has such good intentions because he is too well known in 
the town. Higglns repUee that if it vf&ce summer he would take 
up the Irishman's work and become a digger, or hay maker« or 
something else* but since it is winter there Is no possibllit/ 
of his getting any such work and the children of Boucher 
would starve. He says that he is prepared to work for any wages 
for the sake of those children. Thottiton reminds him that hy 
caking less wages than other workers Hlg^lns would became a 
knobstick, all for the sake of another man's children. He 
refuses to give Hljgins a Job if only^the liay in vdiich he and his 
fellow Unionists have treated the poor knobsticks. He then 
says that he does not believe Higgins's pretext for coming and 
asking for work. Higglns says he would not have troubled 
Thornton but for the fact that he had been biddoi to come to 
him b/ a vroman who seemed to think that he (Thornton) had some 
soft place in his heart. He adds that she was mistaken and he 
had been misled. Then he makes an anti-faminist remark, "I'm 
2 
not the first man as is misle:i by a woman." Thornton asks 
Higglns to tell that woman to mind her own business. This 
conversation confirms the statement of Margaret that both of 
3 
them have granite in them. Thornton adopts a haughty, insulting 
1 Nortti and South, p. 310 
2 Ibid., p. 311 
3 Ibid., p. 296 
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and sceptical attitude towards lilgglns who In turn behaves in a 
most dignified manner and talks man to man with his would be 
employer. After Hlggins has left* Thornton comes to know that 
he had bean waiting at the gate for five hours to meet him. He 
feels ashamcKl of his conduct and verifies the txruth of Hlgglns's 
claim to have been willing to work In order to support the 
widow and the children of an enemy. 
Thornton goes to Hlggln**s house to offer him work and ask his 
forgiveness at being rude to him. When he reaches there he hears 
Margaret saying to Hlgglnst 
I am sorry I asked you to go to Mr, Thottiton*s. 
I am disappointed In him. 
Thorntcxi says to Hlgglns that he snould have told him that It was 
Margaret aoout whom he was talking at that time. To thie Hlgglns 
replies* 
And then« may tie, yo'd hct' spok^i o£ her more 
civil than yo* did; yo'd gettoi a mother who 
might ha' kept yo'r tongue In check wh«i yo' %«ere 
talking o* woman being at the root of all the 
2 
plagues. 
When Thomtoi of cere him a Job he accepts I t tcx the sake of the 
chi ldren of dead 3oucher. 
Thornton's a t t i t u d e towards h i s workers undergoes a chanqe 
with the establishment of a man t o man re lat lcmshlp with Hlgglns. 
^ N^gy^ m<i ^m^* P. 314 
2 I b i d . , p . 31S 
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PreviousI/ h« referred to his employees as 'h^ids* and not 
as men. After coming into closer contact with Higgins ^ id 
through him with other workers he starts referring to them as 
'men* though he modifies his expressicm to 'hands* in the very 
next breath. He even ref«cs to Higgins as "Vny friend", though 
in this case also he corrects himself and changes it to 'Hy 
2 
enemy*. This shows that though isecause of his desire to hide 
his feelings he does not want i:t to appear 8o« he has started 
looking upon the wcorkers in his factory as human beings. He 
takes a number of measures for the betterment of living and 
working conditions of his operatives. He builds a dining room 
in his mill for hia %«orkers and makes arrangements for their 
meals at reasonable rates by procuring foodstuff at wholesale 
prices. Even thougii he leaves the manawement of the Canteen 
into the hands of the workers, he evinces a keen interest in its 
running. *men invited by the employees to Join them at one of their 
meals, he complies with the invitation so as not to hurt their 
feelings, AB he tells Mr.aell, "I never made a better dinner In 
my life*.. I*d enJoy€»d it.** He does not want to intrude on 
the *iorker8 but always Joins them 'at their meals i^en invited. 
This shows that he has also come to the point of respecting the 
feelings of the workers and also realizes that "we have all of 
us one human heart." 
Wien Mr. Bell dies he leaves Margaret everything he had. So 
l" North and South, p. 352 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid., p. 4oe 
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she becomes a rich heiress and the owner of a lot o£ property 
in Milton including Thornton's mills and residence. 
By this time trade has become lean and almost all the Milton 
manufacturers are in trouble. Thornton is also hardpressed. The 
strike of t^ ie previous year had dcxne great damage to him. He 
had not been aole to complete the large order he had in hand 
and the produce during that time was not of good quality and 
did not fetch good pric<». This was because of the ''utter want 
of skill on the part of the Irish hands whom he had imported". 
Now is the period of bad trade: 
Whan the market falling brought do%m the value of 
all large stocks; Mr. Thornton's fell to nearly 
half.^ 
No new orders are coming in and he finds it difficult to get 
payment of completed orders, lie has to pay for the raw cotton 
he had purchased. He comes to the conclusion that he must give 
up his business for he does not want his workers to suffor from 
his speculations. He is also sorry to lose the workmen whom he 
has come to consider as hftunan beings and not mere 'hands*. He 
had planned some innovations in hie mill but now he is afraid 
he would not be able to bring them to pass. It is only when he 
is afraid of losing his ownership of the mill that he recognisest 
how much and how deep was the interest he had 
groim of late to feel in his position as manufac-* 
turer« simply because it led him into such close 
2 Ibid., p. 409 
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contact» and gave him the opportuuiity of so 
much power, among a race of people strange# 
shrew}^ Ignortfit; but, above all, full of 
character and strong human feeling. 
He does not want to speculate on his creditors* money. He evwn 
rejects the offer of his brother-in-law In this respect for he 
would have to run the "risk of ruining many for my own paltry 
aggrandisement." He tells his mother that they will have to 
give up the house and says to hert 
3 
Help me, as you helped me when I was a child. 
He plans to give up his business and look for a subordinate 
poaltlcxi. He refuses partnership offered him fort 
(he) would sooner consent to be only a manager, 
where he could have a certain degree of po%irer 
beyond the mere mcwiey getting part, than have to 
fall In with the tyrannical htjunours of a moneyed 
partner. 
This show that he has come to realise that an average factory 
owner is a tyrant. 
Margaret comes to know of the plight of Thornton from 
Edith's brother-in-law who is acting as her la%#yer. She learns 
that he has given up his business and wants to sublet the house 
which is now part of her property. He also tells her that 
Thornton has come over to London to discuss his affairs. Edith 
1- Worth and South, p. 408 
d,, p. 2 Ibi . 412 
3 Ibid,, p. 413 
4 Ibid., p. 414 
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invites Thornton to a dinner part/ where Margaret overhears 
i^at he is telling a gentienian. She learns that he has been 
unsucc^sful in lousiness eund has had to give up his position 
as a mas ten 
I am cun the look out for a situation in ^Ulton« 
%«here I ma/ meet with employment under some <xie 
who will be willing to let me go along my own 
way. 
This means that as a manager also Thornton wishes to maintain a 
b«ievolent and friandly attitude towards the workmen. He tells 
Margaret that some of hia workers have giv«m him a *round ribbon* 
in Higgins's handwriting — stating their wish to 
work for me# if ever I was in a position to employ 
2 
men again on my own behalf. 
This shows that Thorntcwi has earned the love and respect of his 
employees. 
Margaret decides to help him in his need. She offers Thornton 
her money lying useless in thm bank vihich %iould enable him to 
keep the Marlborotujh Hills and in turn taring her a good amount 
of interest. She tries to make it look like a business proposal. 
Thornton accepts it and then proposes to her once again and 
she agrees to be his wife this time. 
Arthur Pollard in his book Mrs. Qaskell^ Novelist and 
atioarapher sa/s that though in Marv Barton, Manchester has 
1 Worth and South, p. 419 
2 Ibid., p. 420 
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nothing to offer at the end and the hero and the heroine have 
to migrate to Canada In ccntrast to It In Worth an<^  Squtjt), 
Hilton Is a place to retuirn to« a place vAiere Thornton will 
re-establish himself In both private and public life %d.th 
Margaret at his side* irdth the help of her legacy. 
The aoove contention of Pollard Is not borne out by what 
Mrs.Oaskell has actually written in the novel. The legacy o£ 
Margaret does enable Thomtc»i to re-establish himself aa a 
manufacturer; but it plays no part in the solution to the 
problem of industrial strife. The soluticm to this problem 
according to the novel rather lies in the <Mitablishment of a 
personal relaticxiship between the ti«o classes which had hitherto 
oeen at loggerheads. 
Mary Bagleton and David Pierce in their book Attitudes to 
Class in the English Novel, say that the marriage of Thornton 
and Margaret is an ideological one. They add that Thomtcm 
is 'humanized* by the values Margaret has brought from Helstone* 
while she never questions her economic interests in capitalism. 
The inherited wealth from her Oodfathcn:* who o«med property in 
Milton« is« in fact used to re-establish Thornton after his 
crash* into the comfort and class position to %irhich he is 
2 
accustomed. 
Arthur Pollard says about the ends 
The love of Thornton and Margaret symbolizes 
both the uni<^ of North and South and the 
1 Pollard, pp. 111-112. 
2 Eagleton and Pierce* AtU^ ^^ dflg *r9 C^ y'g, 4"^  ,B»VaU»^ ^°y%l» 
(London, 1979)* p. 39. 
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completion o£ their represwitative individual 
establisments. 
To sum up. North lyid South is the story of the relation-
ship betwetti the employers and the employees o£ the textile 
industry in the northern, commercial part of England looked at 
from the point of view of an outsider, a young lady coming 
from the feudal, aristocratic, rural South with a religious 
background. The tenor of this novelisis not as gloomy and 
partial to the working men as in M^y aytjcx^ ^ perhaps because 
of the adverse criticism which her earlier novel was subjected to 
and since it was %<ritt«Hi wh«i easier conditions prevailed in the 
industrial North. The novel depicts the workers and the 
employers at logger heads because of a serious misunderstanding 
and relates how gradually the bitter relationship betwe«i the 
factory o%«ners and their operatives is transformed into one of 
friendliness and und«H:standing due mainly to the intervention 
of a lady from the South. It assumes that the classes w^ ilch are 
pitted against each oth«r are mutually interdependent and have a 
common interest in the smooth running of the factories and 
regards the lack of understanding and sympathy for each other 
as the main hurdle but one %^ iich is not insurmountable. 
Pollard, pp. 13S-136. 
Chapter IV 
SIMILARITIES AND POINTS OF CONTRAST ^TWESN 
MARY 9ARTGN AND NORTH AND SOUTH 
Since both Marv Barton and North and South deal with 
Industrial strife as their principal theme^ they have a lot 
In common but there are also significant difference between 
the t%#o novels. In both of them the story turns rcmnd the 
attitudes of a character representative of the wcnrkers and 
anoth^ representing the employers. In Marv Sarton^ Tohn Barton 
represents the working class and Henry Carson the Capitalist 
class. In North and Souths Nicholas Hlgglns represents the 
worker's attitude and Thomtcffi that of the factory ovmers. aut 
the approact^s and attitudes of these t%io sets of characters 
are not the same. 
Tohn Bartcm of Mary B^t<m and Nicholas Hlgglns of Nortt^  
^ d Sout,h* have certain things In common. They both hate the 
factory owners« consider them the enemies of the working class 
who are utterly Indifferent to the sufferings of their operatives, 
But %«hlle lohn 3art(xi has a personal sonse of grievance against 
the factory owners because of the drcwnstances In which his son 
had died, l^ ilgglns harbours no such grievance. 7ohn Sarton Is 
an active trade unionist who leads the workers wh«i they are on 
HI 
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Strike and is elected as one o£ the delegates to preswit the 
Chartists petition to the Parliam^it in I«ondon. He becomes a 
member of a secret group o£ iiorkers. At one o£ these secret 
meetings it is decided on M s initiative to make an ex^nple o£ 
one o£ the masters and the lot falls on him to kill /oung Harr/ 
Carson, liiggins, on the other hand« thcnagh a member o£ the 
trade uni<m« does not participate in rioting and is against 
physical clashes with the masters. vAion a riot starts at 
Thornton's mill, where the men had gone £<x a peaceful dwnonstra-
tion, Boucher is suspected to have started it. Whcm Higgins 
learns o£ it he is v«ty angry with him and wants Boucher to be 
punished. 
Both Barton and Higgins have a soft comer for the needy, 
vmile the generosity of Barton is ccxifined to those belonging to 
his own class (the Davenports and Tom Derbyshire)« Higgins is 
concerned with the plight of his employer« Thornton, when in 
trouble. Apart from helping aoucher's family and seeding employ-
ment for this purpose, he also goes to tlie ext€»it of organising a 
mav«fn«nt for the support of one of the factory owners who has 
been ruined. This also shows that Higgins is not so class 
conscious as Barton who repeatedly refers to the Biblical 
parable of * Dives and Lasarus'. 
When Sarton loses his Job and is not able to obtain full 
meals for himself and his daughter, he takes to opivun eating in 
order to kill his hunger. Higgins takes to drinking because he 
Wants to droun his trc»ibles in alcohol. 
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Barton is v&cy ansiry with the employers who do not give 
employm^it to the poor and the needy but make £un o£ their 
miserable condition. He says to the other workerst 
It's the masters as has wrought this woe; its' 
the masters as should pay for it. 
While in North an,di Sout^ t}, Higgins speaks of Thornton in the 
following words« %fhen Margaret asks himi 
2 
Mhat sort o£ a master is he? 
He replies! 
"Ddd yo' ever s e e a bulldog? . . . l e t Tohn 
Thorntcxi get hold on a not ion , and h e ' l l s t i c k 
to it like a bull dog... He's worth fighting wi'... 
Thortcxi's as dour as a dooTonailr an obs t inate 
3 
chap. 
He adds: 
That man has it in him to be burnt at the stake 
afore he'll give in. 
He seems to have a sneaking admiratirvi for Thornton. Mr. Hale 
says about himt 
It's amusing to see how he evidently respects 
the part in Mr.Thozmton*s character which i s 
5 
l i k e h i s own. 
The two factory owners i n the t%io novels« Henry Carscm of 
1 Ijjg^ry aylr<?"* P- 241 
2 North and South, p . 129 
3 I b i d . , pp. 129-30 
4 I b i d . , p . 298 
5 Ib id . 
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M^y Bartcy^  and John Thomtc»i of North and South are both 
pcotot/pee of their classes as well as Individualized characters. 
While Garson has risen from a fact<»r/ hand to a factory owner, 
he is indifferent to the sufferings of men who had he«i his 
fellow workers. If he had not been lucky he would himself have 
been one of them. Thcnmton is also a self-made man but this is 
due to the fact that his father had failed in some speculations 
in trade. He had died, left his family penniless and in debt. 
John Thomtwi had taken up the Job of an assistant at a draper's 
shop and saved money with the help of his mother. Ultimately, he 
paid back his father's debts and became first a partner and then a 
full owner of one of the mills of Milton. As he has never be&n a 
factory worker, himself he merely thinks of his employees as 
'hands* who help him in earning profit and not as human beings. 
"i'he characteristics they have in common are those of the 
typical factory owners of their time. They are almc«t totally 
indifferent to the welfare of their workers. They refuse to 
bargain and to take the workers into their confidence regarding 
the reasons necessitating the reduction of the wages. They are 
ready to employ cheap Irish labour to break the strike. There is 
a cut throat competitic^ i among the factory owners and they do 
not goierally help each other out in times of difficulty but 
each one of th«n is left to fend for himself, as we see in the 
case of Thornton. The workers are not cxily very hospitable and 
helpful to one another, but they ev«i show sympathy for a 
fiKTtory owner in trouble. 
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The ladles of the capitalist class aiqp«ar to be wrapped up 
In thsmselves and their faiRllies. They attend parties but the/ do 
not B9em to be very social. They lead luxurious. Idle lives and 
suffer from Intaglnery diseases. They are very fashion conscious 
but they have no sense of social responsibility. The daughters 
of Mr. Carson ami Fanny Thornton are ex^ dnples of such ladles, AS 
Mrs. Carson had been a factory girl before marriage she is 
uneciucated and cannot spend her time reading. So she tries to 
imitate other ladies of her class in having imaginary headachesi 
It would have done htur more good than all the 
aether and sal-volatile she vas dally in the 
habit of swallowing« if she might have tak^i 
the work of one of her ovm housemaids for a 
«ieek... and gone out into the fresh moxmlng 
air, without all the paraphernalia of shawl, 
cloak, boa, f\ir, boots, bonnet, and veil, in 
which she was equipped before setting cmt for 
an 'airing* In the closely shut up carriage. 
Mrs. Thornton, the mother of lohn Thornton in Horth and 
Sout^. is different from this lot of ladies. She is a proud 
mother of a self made factory owner. She has been a tower of 
strength for her son in re-establishing himself. She does not 
indulge in wasteful exporiditure and lives in austerity and 
re{;»rlmands her daughter for being snobbish and wasteful. She is 
very suspicious of the motives of the workers. She thinks that 
what they ultimately want is not higher wages but dispossessing 
the masters of their factories. It is she who advises Thornton 
p. 2S4. 
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to being in Irish labourers. She is very shreved and practical 
in her approach. 
vThat happens to Davenport end Boucher brings out the best 
in the characters of Barton and Higgins. While in f^rv Barton, 
Barton nurses the dying Davenport and pa%m8 his valuables in 
order to buy a substantial meal for the family and coal to bring 
warmth for their cellar, Higgins in North and South, takes care 
of the widow and the orphan children of Boucher even though he was 
not on good terms with the deceased. Boucher's wife had been very 
ill and he was anxious for the welfare of his family and did not 
vdsh to take part in the strike. Yet it was Boucher who was wrongly 
suspected of having started the riot at Thornton's establishment. 
He went and begged for employment and took the plftdge that he 
would not have anything to do with the union. Th«i out of 
desperation he went and committed suicide. 
^^ Mary Barton* aftear Davenport dies, Mrs. Oav«iport riMSumes 
her work as a washer %#Qman and tries to pass her young son as a 
lad of thirteen so that he could be employed to supplement the 
f^nily income. Mrs. Boucher in North and Scmth, is very ill when 
her husband commits suicide. She feels that Boucher has done a 
great wrong to her by dying as he does. She sayst 
I'm left alone to manage these ohildron, and 
naught for to give 'era for the keep *«m quiet. 
Tohn should ha' left me# and me so poorly. 
1 North and South, p. 286. 
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AB she was ill she had become ver/ selfish in her illnesst 
She could only look upon it as it affected 
herself; she could not enter into the enduring 
mercy of the God who had not specially interposed 
to prevent the water from drowning her prostrate 
husband; and although she was secretly blaming 
her husband for having fallen into such drear 
despair, and denying that he had any excuse for 
his last rash act« she was inveterate in her 
abuse of all who could by any possibility be 
supposed to have driven him to such desparation. 
The knobsticks or blacklegs« as the Irish labourers belong-
ing to the army of reserve workers are called, are described in 
both the novels. In Marv Barton. they are shown as coming up to 
Manchester and working for low wages and breaking the strike. 
The reguler workers throw vitriol at them or beat them up so that 
they are not able to work. It is only when 9arton visits one of 
the knobsticks over whom vitriol has been thro%«i that he realises 
irtiat trouble the Unionists are causing to the poor men and wants 
the vengeance to be wreaked on the masters instead of attacking 
these wretched %«orker8. In North ^ ^ Squ^t). Thomtcxi employs 
a numtNsr of Irish labourers to break the strike. The regular 
workers are indignant at this and they come in a mob to scare 
these strike-breakers away. The Irish workers are givoi shelter 
in Thorntc«i*s mill to save them from the fury of the mob so 
that they are assured of their sec\arity and do not run away. 
1 North and South, p. 291 
lie 
Beesy Hlgcjlns la an important character in North and South. 
There are certain points of similarity between her and Davenport 
in Mary Barton. Both are ill send die in the course of the novel, 
though they suffer from different diseases. Bessy has been a 
factory girl iiho vorked in a cottcMi mill ^ere she caught the 
carding-room asthma like most of other operatives working in it 
while Oavenport dies of high fever brought about due to 
starvation as he was thrown out of Job following the fire at 
Carson's mill. The sorrow Bessy's death brings to Hlgcjlns may 
be compared with that of the bereavsment of Bartoi and Carson 
in the deaths of their only sons. He wants to drown his grief 
in drink. 3arton'8 grief for his sons death in Mary Barton, 
is intermingled with his hatred for the rich because he feels 
angered at the fact that wheal his son lay dying for want of 
nutritious food and adequate medicine the rich wcnre wiJoying 
themselves and burying expensive foodstuff wtiich could have done 
his scm a lot of good. But later when he realisees that Henry 
Carson's feelings for his dead son are the same as his« he 
forgets his former hatred for the rich and feels that Carsrwi 
is a brother to him in suffering. 
Strikes figure in both the novels, and the issues involved 
in them are slmlldr. The employers had not increased the wag^ 
of their operatives for some years« and %^en they have to compete 
with manufacturers of other cc^mtrles they start giving even 
lower wages because they have to produce their goods at lower 
prl>oe8. So they reduce the %#orker8' wages. But they do not 
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want to take their men Into confidence about this. The itforkers 
are under the impression that the employers are going to earn 
tuiye profits, on the one hand they are angry at the lowering of 
the wages and on the other they feel that since the employers 
have to fulfil orders the/ can he pressurizeKi into raising the 
wages by threat of stoppage of work. The Union serves a 
strike notice and both sides are adamant. 
'^^  >^ry 9arton^ at the beginning of the strike the employers 
are not ready to negotiate as they can get workers from c^tside 
Manchester who are prepared to work for lower wages. It is 
aft«: some time that the mastcnrs agree to negotiate with the 
workers. Even then the masters offer an increase of only one 
shilling which the representatives reject. Then they come to 
know that the mast€»i'S not only do not help them but they also 
make fun of their miserable condition. The workers are driven 
to desperation. In North ^nd aout;.h[, Mrs, Thornton says that the 
workers are striking for thei 
mastersMp and ownership of other people's 
property... they want to be masters and make 
the masters into slaves on their grounds. 
And Thornton arranges for the Irishman to come and work in his 
mills and the regular workers come up in a mob to scare the 
Knobsticks away. 
The ultimate understanding reconciliation and change of 
attitudes of the factory o«<ners takes place in both the books« 
1 North and South, p. 110. 
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but In different ways. In Marv 3«rton> the recc»nclIiation takes 
place between the murderer Barton, an embittered unemployable 
worker, and the factacy owner iirtio is the father of the murdered 
man. When Barton confesses to Carson that It was he t^o had 
murdered his scm, Carson forgives him and the penltant criminal 
dies in the arms of the father of his victim. 
It is after the pers<xial grief which he suffers that CarscHt 
has a change of attitude towards the sufferings of the workers. 
It is only then that he advocates changes in the living and 
working ccHiditions of these wretched men. 
In North ^ d South, Higgins is out of work and has to 
support the orphan family of Boucher. So he is locking for wcark 
and is not able to get it as he has be«i blacklist€»d by the 
organisation of the employers. At Margaret's suggestion Higgins 
goes to meet Thomtan and ask for work. At first Thornton 
refuses to give Higgins any work to do and he says that he does 
not believe in the story of Higgins that he wishes to work to 
support a widow and her children. 5*it later when he verifies the 
story and finds it tjrue, he offers Higgins a job and Higgins is 
ready to work. It is this relaticxiship based on mutual under-
standing and respect between the t%ro (master and men) that brings 
about a change in the attitude of both Thornton and Higgins. 
Thornton starts thinking of the workers as h\iman beings and 
not as mere 'hands* as he previously used to do. He tries to 
give his men all sorts of facilities in his mill. He builds a 
dining hall in which food is sold at subsidised rates. He Joins 
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the workers a t t h e i r lunch some times and as he s a y s , "I never 
made a bet ter dinner in my l i f e . " 
With the s t r i k e causing great damage and the trade being 
lean, Thornton £ a i l s as a businessm«ui; he has t o g ive up h i s 
m i l l s and has t o locdt for a pos i t i on as a manager in Milton 
rather than being a partner which would make him a puppet in 
the hands of a tyrant . The %<orker8 with «diam he has come t o 
be on fr iendly tcnnns o f fer t o work for him whenever he may be 
able to re-«mploy them. 
One great d i f ference bet%#e«n the two n o v e l s , Mq^ rv Barton and 
North and Souths i s that while in Mary Sarttm, Mrs. Gaskell has 
v i v i d l y and met iculous ly described the l i v i n g conditicwis of the 
wretched workers and has mentioned very l i t t l e about the working 
condit ions in i t , in North and South« i t i s the working condit ions 
and not the l i v i n g condit ions that are v i v i d l y dMicrlbed and i t 
i s through the ag«»icy of the Higginses that Margaret ccwnes t o know 
of the working condit ions in the f a c t o r i e s . 
The theme of love and i t s complications i s {present in both 
the novels but with a d i f f e r ^ i c e . In Mary Barton, Jem loves 
Mary, but she i s infatuated 1:^  Harry Carson, the ycMing son of a 
fac tor / owner. She dre^ns of marrying Harry Carson and escaping 
the miserable l i f e of a %#orker and l i v i n g in luxury. She i s 
r e a l l y in love with Jam, but she r e a l i s e s t h i s very l a t e — 
only after she has re jec ted h i s proposal of marriage. And t h i s 
^ Worth and S«^n^ .^ p . 352 
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leads to further complications. Jem comes to know of this 
Ilaaon and he threatens to kill Harry if his intentions are not 
honourable. It so happens that Harry is murdered some days 
after this threat. Jem is arrested. Mary is determined to 
save her lover. In the end lem is acquitted and they both marry 
and go to Canada, wt^ ere they settle down. 
In Nort;,h and S<wth. circumstances lead Thornton to believe 
that Margaret is in love vdtn him. He also loves Margaret. He 
proposes to her but she rejects him. He does not stop loving her. 
C^e evening he sees her walking with a young man near the 
Outwood Station and wh«n he hears of her denial that she was 
there that day, he siispects that the young man roust have been her 
lover. It is through the agency of Higgins that he comes to 
know that the young man he had seen was her brother Frederick 
who had come to Milton at that time. So he goes upto Imndon where 
Margaret is living with her Aunt. He proposes to her again and 
this time she accepts him. In this way the theme of love in both 
the novels does not st^ Jtd apart but is intermingled with the main 
theme of industrial strife. 
The envJing of the t*#o novels is different. In ?<ary Bayton 
Mrs. Oaskell does not offer any soluticn to the problem of 
industrial strife within the framework of the factory system. 
Even though lem is acquitted of the murder« other workers are 
not ready to work with him. So he has to leave Manchester and 
go to the land of promise, that is, Canada, with the help of his 
smployer who gets him a Job there. He settles do«ffi in Canada 
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with his mother and Mary whom he ultimately marries. At the end 
the readers are told that Margaret fennlns|S« will Wilson ani 7ob 
I^ ejh are also going over to Canada. This is not at all a 
satisfactory conclusion and not the one that the readers are led 
to expect from the trend of the novel. In this matter Mrs. 
Gaskell appears to have be«n influ^iced by one of her m«itors, 
Thomas Carlyle, who advocates emigration as one of the solutions 
of the problem of industrial strife in his pamphlet on Chartism. 
Arthur Pollard says that the emigration of Jem and Mary to 
Canadai 
does not represent a solution, only an escape 
... There can be no happiness in Manchester. 
This is surely what Mrs. Oaskell really 
2 believed. 
The ending of North ai>d South* is also an unexpected one 
Margaret agrees to marry Thornton and her legacy vihich she 
brinies with her will not only help her Imsband in re-establishing 
himself in business but also enables him to ccttitinue to be a 
benevolent employer. Thornton's attitude towards the %#orkme»i 
has changed a lot through the agency of Margaret and with the 
establishing of perscu:ial relationship between him and Higgins. 
According to Pollard the convenient death of Mr.Bell makes 
him a "dues ex machina" since it is his legacy to Margaret %ihich 
is the agency through which Thornton can re-establish himself as 
a factory owner. 
1 Carlyle, p. 237. 
2 Pollard, p. 59. 
3 Ibid., p. lie 
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Unlike In Mary aarton* the characters representing the 
%forkmen do not have to escape to Canada but continue working 
with the reformed factory owner, Thorntcsi on terms of mutual 
understanding and personal relationship through the agency of 
Margaret and her legacy. 
The funddmoital dif£er«ice between the two industrial 
novels of Mrs. Qaskell, Mary Bartcxi and Wortl> and South lies in 
the fact that %#hile in Mary Barton the focus of attentic»i is on 
the workers ^nd their sufferings, in North ar^ d South it is on a 
character that represwits the acLStocracy and can act as a 
cementing force uniting the workers and the factory owners. 
In spite of the above-4Rentioned differences between the t«(0 
industrial novels of Mrs.Gaskell there is a basic unit/ of 
attitude, approach and point of view reflectei in both of them, 
which is the subject of the following Chapter. 
CONCLUSION 
Mrs. C3a0kell*8 personal point o£ view regarding lndustrl<il 
strife and the factcnis that viere responsible for It has been a 
subject of ccmtroversy ever since the publication of the first 
of the two Industrial novels. Both her admirers and detractors 
w«:e imanlmous In thinking that she was championing the cause 
of the working class. While the majority of her readers liked 
them for the graphic representation of the misery and squalor 
amidst which the industrial workers lived and workei« the 
factory owners of the time felt aggrieved and hurt by tt. They 
charged her with being unfair to them as a class and having a 
morbid sympathy for the operatives. 
Mary aarton met with gwieral public approval. Progressive 
thinkers applauded Mrs. Oaskell for what she had shown in it. 
She received congratulatory letters from the literary galnts of 
the time like Carlyle« Ruskin and Dickens« as %#ell as (Radical and 
Socialist thinkers like F.o. Maurice, Kingsley and Saimiel 
Bamford. Svon Conservatives like Lord Shaftesbury praised it 
apart from a host of other readors. Myy 3yt<yn was favourably 
reviewed in T ^ A^jtWHarP* The Eclectic Review. Fr^y'iy 
Maaaalne and The Westrainst^ er Review. They welcomed it« in general 
for its merit as an acccaint of what they considered to be 
xinchrlstian indlffer^rice and the tyranny of the masters. 
The industrialists themselves reacted to it in different 
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ways. There were some **io foiind Mary Barton's descriptions 
biased. Among them was a fellow Unitarian v«.R. Oreg. He 
objected to "the book's excessive sympathy for the 'workers". 
In an article for the Bdinbu^ rah Review^ he wrote that the misery 
of the poor was their own fault and that the rich were under no 
2 
obligatlcn to supply their improvidence* Chtt there were other 
manufacturers^like the enlightened Potter« who are said to have 
3 
bought it for their men. 
Thei Manch^sty Quardi^ claimed that the book 'sinned 
generally against the truth in matters of fact*. The paper 
even accused her of viriting about a matter 'either above her 
A 
comprehension or beyond her sphere of knowledge. * 
In the words of Kathleen Tillotson, Mary Barton became a 
required reading for all thoughtful persons. It was reviewed 
less as a novel than as a document. As the reviewer in Th<|j 
westmineater Review wrote , Myy B^\<^ embodies the 
dominant feeling of the times# that the ignorance, destitution 
and vice which pervades and corrupts the society must be got 
rid of.^ 
The reviewer in Fraeerii Maaaair^ e called upon its readers 
to read Mary 3art<xi in order to understand why working men were 
1 Pollard, p. 59. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., p. 21 
4 Ibid., p. 39 
5 K. Tillotson, The Novels of the Eighteen Forties (Oxford, 
1956), p. 206. 
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turning Chartists and communlsta* why they violated law and 
ord«c- and hatea the rich and what maddened brave, honest« 
industrious. North country hearts, into self iiiq>o3ed suicidal 
strikes, into conspiracy, vitriol throwing and midnight murder. 
Though W.R, Greg had severely criticised Hary Barton, he 
liked North and South and preferred it to the previous novel. 
He %irrote to hert 
I sat up till 1 o'clock, &nd came to an end, and 
was sorry when I had done it. I find no fault in 
it, which is a great deal for a critic to say... 
I think you have quite taken the right tone and 
the spirit and the execution of the whole is 
2 
excellent. 
After her death in 1864 she received many obituary tributes. 
In Maqmillan's, Masson praised »te-s. Oaskell for North and South. 
He said it %#ould remain the most popular of her novels for its 
'vivid delialations of lives of common men and women'. 
The 4%it^ qna«w> condemned North and South as the product of 
*the author's intense but prejudiced desire to right what is 
4 
wrong.' 
The teitish Quart«clv Review felt that, uriiilst it had arousfd 
sympathy for the poor it 'may also have wrought real mischief in 
the hot heads of angry unionists by granting impunity to murder', 
which means that political dislike of the book still remained. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Tillotson, p. 207. 
Pollard, p. 108. 
Ibid., p. 2. 
Ibid. 
Ibid., p. 3. 
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Some years later. In 1903 Loula Cazamlan provided a new 
dimension to the Intetrpretatlon of Mrs. Gaskell's Manchester 
novels. In his book The Social Novel In England* he discussed 
the t%«o industrial novels in t^nns of what he called Christian 
and compassionate intervwitionism. According to him the factory 
owners took shelter bt^ iind the sober consdentionsly disciplined 
Calviniatic Christianity «diich offered divine sanction for the 
narrow individuali4»n of the industrial bourgeosie since tl^y 
based their claim for the rights of property on one of the 
Ccmnandmaitst *Thou shalt not covet... anything that is thy 
neighbours.* Caxamian says that Mrs. <3askell was aimang those 
who, like other feminine novelists of the forties, Charlotte 
Bronte and Elisabeth Charlotte (Mrs. Tonna), contributed to 
social philosophy by applying feminine and Evangelical inter-
pretation to industrial questions. They laid emphasis on the 
humanistic aspects of Christianity which forbade excessive or 
cruel pursuit of wealth and denounced Mammon worship and 
enjoined on the believers to love their neighbours as themselves 
and do xmto others as they would that others do unto them. 
Casamian says that even though Mrs. Qaskell had read Adam Smith 
prior to the writing of Mary Barton, she was as little fitted asi 
Dickens to offer an economic alternative to Ricardo, the 
champion of the industrial bourgiosie. But like Olckens she 
knew how to evoke a passionate respcmse to the dismal conditions 
of the working class. 
1 Uouis Cazamlan, The Bnaliah Social Novel, pp. 211-240. 
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l«lke Caz«mian, Lord Oavld Cecil also directs attention to 
the feminine approach to industrial strife in the two Manchester 
novels o£ Mrs. (Sekskell. He says that 'living in Manchester« she 
was horrified b/ the bad conditions of the poor workers and by 
the unchristian spirit of both the employers and the employed 
and that she wrote Mary ayr^on and North and South to expose 
these evils and suggest a remedy. According to him this was a 
subject least suited to h&c talent since it entailed an xinder-
standing of economics and history which were completely outside 
the range of her Victorian feminine intellect. 
Kathleen Tillotson calls Mary Barton alcoig with Qisraeli's 
Sybil and Kingsley's Yeast propagandist, intende<J to open people's 
eyes to certain evils of the time or exist«ice of wealth and 
poverty in extremes. She says that Mary Barton is written on 
the asaunptions of Carlyle's Chartism and Past and Present. 
Referring to the opinion of The Westminster Review quoted above 
Mrs. Tillotson says that it was necessary to tear the iron 
curtain between the two Natic»is# that is the rich and the poor, 
and this was aimeJ at by Mrs. Qaskell with the desire to promote 
2 
understanding between them. 
Arnold Kettle says that in her deepest feelings Mrs. Gaskell 
is fundamentally partisan, but in the political and social ideas 
she is a fence sitter. Her conscious aim is to bring Christian 
principles as a mediating force between antagonistic classes. 
1 Cecil, p. 183. 
2 Tillotson, p. 206. 
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He sa/s that she has a passive acceptance of the la%»8 of the 
economist. His views can be compared with thos« of Tomlinson* 
who says that she tends to farotest against the abuses and not 
against the wage system as stK;h and the existwice of the employer 
class.^ 
Raymcmd Willi^ns in his Cultur<| and Society has called 
Mafcy aart^ on "the most moving response in literature to the 
3 
industrial suffering of the 1840s" and has called the murder 
of Carson: 
"a dramatisation of the fear of viol«Hice %mich 
was widespread among the upper and middle classes 
at the time... this fear that the working people 
might take matters into their own hands." 
H.a. Collins in his review-article The Naked Sensibilitvt 
Blis^beth Oafkel,! says that she did not think hard enough... she 
5 
had no force of conviction. 
Mary Bagleton and David Pierce in their Attitudes to Class 
in the Baalish Novel say that Mrs. Gaskell's novels are directed 
towards fche industrial middle class for she thcmght that the 
remedy of industrial strife lay with them and her aim was to 
rouse the conscience of the manufacturers. According to them, 
1 Arnold Kettle, *The Early Victorian Social-Problem Novel* in 
From Edckens to Hardv. ed. Boris Ford (Hammndstforth, 1958), 
p. 178-9. 
2 T.a. Tomlinson, The English Middle Class Novel (London, 1976), 
p. 70. 
3 Williams, p.142. 
4 Ibli., p. 145. 
5 Pollard, p. 8. 
1 rj 1 
she naively believed that once the factory ovmers Knew the 
sorry condition of their workmen they would mend their ways. 
The aoove is a very brief survey of the critical opinion 
available to the present enquirer pertaining to the approach 
of Mrs. Oaskell to the questions of industrial strife. It 
shows that her Manchester novels* especially Mary Barton, though 
they hurt the sensibilities of a few industrialists* endeared 
her to the contemporary reading public and evoked appreciative 
response from a broad spectrum of public opinion — conservative* 
liberal and radical, including at least one member of the landed 
aristocracy Lord Shaftesbury for highlighting the sorry plight 
of the operatives and the callous indifference of the employees. 
Mary Barton may Justifiably be called the Uncle Tom's Cabin of 
industrial Bngland. Later critics pointed to the Christian* 
humanistic and feminine sensibility and social awarmess of 
Mrs. Gaskell. More recent critics from David Cecil onwards* 
have identified some of her w^eaknesses as a thinker and social 
analyst. In their opinion* while Mrs. Qaskell has a feminine 
eye for details and a feminine compassicm for those living 
amidst misery and squalor* she also suffers from feminine 
inability to think and analyse. She has been charged with the 
advocacy of the Statui^  q^jQ and of being prejiidiced against the 
working class. It has also been pointed out that she has failcKl 
to offer any viable solution to the problem of industrial 
strife. 
I M. Sagleton and David Pierce* p. 3NS 
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Much o£ the recent criticism of Mrs. <3askell is pointless 
since it not only reflects the anti feminist bias of some critics 
but charges the novelist for not «ffisvrering the questims that 
she has not raised. 
The strength of the t%K> industrial novels of Mrs. Oaskell 
lies in her imaginative sympathy for the dovmtrodden workers and 
even for industrialists in distress« for example* for Carson in 
his bereavement and for Thorntc»i when he is in dire financial 
trouble. And she adopts a compassionate attitude towards 
those who commit crimes like {prostitution* violence and even 
murder. Her attitude towards crime is not prudish. She exhibits 
no moral indignation but Christian acceptance of sin. She 
believes in the philosof^y'to err is human and to forgive divine.' 
She thinks that a sinner can e>qpiate his sin through remorse. 
Though in a letter she has claimed that she identified 
Barton with herself and he was a man with whom all her sympathies 
went, she is out of sympathy with him after he commits the crime 
of murder/ but her heart goes out to him when he is full of 
remorse and asks for forgiveness. Esther redeems herself with 
her concern for her young niece that she should not fall a victim 
of the fate^had ovcurtaken her. It is quite clear that in the 
eyes of Mrs. Gaskell the sins of Jdtm Elurtt»i and Esther are 
understandable though not Justifiable. 
The intrusions of her consciously held opinions %fhich play 
havoc with her artistic detachment, her almost apologetic tone 
at times« her deliberate attempts at holding the balance, her 
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naive belief that industrial strife is just a matter of mis-
understtfiding and her tame widings, %riiich were in all probability 
conditioned by the preferwkce of the reading public of her time 
for a happy ending constitute the major %ieakne88<w of her two 
industrial novels and relegate them to the status of second rate 
literature. 
Mrs. Gaskell is a member of the gentry from the South, who 
was distressed with the miserable conditions of the %iorker8 and 
the hostility bet%feen them and their employers. H«nce she is 
able to describe vividly ^nd meticulously the details of the 
life in the %«orking class quarters in Manchesto:. 
She has no political or reformist axe to grind and she is 
not a novelist with a purpose. She has ccmveyed to her readers 
her sincere and deeply felt sympathies. She is far supenrior to 
Qisraeli as a novelist dealing with the problem of industrial 
strife. And as a vivid and authentic descripti<»i of working 
class life, Mrs. (3askell*s industrial novels are superior to 
Hard Tim^ of oickens. Ho%rever, what her novels thus gain in 
authenticity, they lose in universality. As Raymond Willians 
very aptly suggests,while the novels of Mrs. Oaskell show imagi-
native observati<»i. Hard T;^ a^ ea gives evidence of imaginative 
Judgement. Thus the novel of Oickens is superior to Mary Bartog 
and Horth aqd Scjiutft since it is an analysis of the Oradgrindian 
philosophy of industrialism while the novels of t^rs. Oaskell 
embody the experiwice of it. 
I Williams, pp. 147^. 
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